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I.

Of the Original of the Olympick Games.

T

Vanity
of
the every
GreciansBartin of magnifying
Antiquities
remarkable
in
their Historytheir. There
was
scarce a considerable Tcwn , or Family of ai:y Note , that
did not boast itself descended from some God ; and shew a Pedigree
deduced from the earliest Ages of the World . This fabulous and ex¬
travagant Nobility served for a common Topick of Flattery among
all their Poets , not to add Orators and Historians : too many Instances
of which are to be met with in the Odes of Pindar.
HEis

It is no wonder then , if in the Accounts of their religious Institu¬
tions we meet with the same Mixture of Fable , the same Pretensions
to Antiquity , and an Original derived some way or other from the
Gods . Their Deities were born in the fabulous Age , and had taken
Poslession of all Greece long before the Birth either of History or
Chronology ; which did not come in use till some time after the Re - ,
stitution of the Olympick Games by Iphitus the Elean.
b 2
Whoever,
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Whoever , therefore , would make an Inquiry into the Original Esta¬
blishment of these Games, must be contented with such an Account
of it, as was either invented or received by the Eleans, in whose Ter¬
ritory, and under whose Direction they were celebrated ; an Account
made up of Fables and Traditions.
And indeed the Eleans are of all People the most to be excused
for mingling Fables with their Accounts of an Institution , that is uni¬
versally acknowledged to have subsisted before the Use of Chronolo¬
gical Dates and Records : the first Example of which they them¬
selves gave in the Register of the Olympick Conquerours , which they
began to keep soon after the Restoration of those Games ; and by the
Invention of which they have made a sufficient Expiation , not for
themselves alone, but for all their Countrymen . For if they have
given us Fable and Tradition , where we might have expected
History, they have in Return helped us to the Means of distinguishing
thenceforward between one and the other ; and of having Truth and
History , where we could otherwise hope to have met with nothing
but Fable and Imposture.
Let them then be indulged in a Vanity, which they have in com¬
mon with all the Nations of the World , both ancient and modern yand in which they were flattered and encouraged not a little by the
great Reputation of the Olympick Games . For , to fay Truth , the
Sanctity and Solemnity of that Festival ; the Majesty and Supremacy
of the God to whom it was dedicated ; and the great Value set upon
the Ohmpick Crowns , by the unanimous Consent of all Greece,
were Arguments sufficient to have induced even the most scrupulous
Historian to receive a Tradition , or adopt a Fable , that furnished him
with a Founder , worthy of so sacred and august an Institution.
Accordingly, the greatest and most venerable Personages of Anti¬
quity 1, the ldœan Hercules, Clymenus, Endymion, Pelops, and Her-
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the Son of Alcmena, have been severally introduced as the In¬
ventors or Revivers of these Games ; and , to support their different
Pretensions , Reasons have been sought for , and Arguments produced
from among the Religious Rites and Ceremonies , the Laws and Cu¬
example , tells us, that
*,
stoms of this Solemnity . Thus Pausanias for
these Games were ordered to be celebrated every Five Years , because
the Brother ?, called the Idai DaByli , of whom the Idcean Hercules
was the elder , were Five in Number ; to whom in particular , as also
to his Four Brethren , an Altar was consecrated at Olympia, by Clymenus, who was descended from this Hercules , and is said to have
celebrated these Games Fifty Years after the Deluge of Deucalion.
The Term At hiesa a ( Name signifying those who contended for the
Prize , called also Athlon) is by others derived from Aethlius the Fa¬
ther of Endymion a, who , as well as his Sons, is reckoned among the
Founders of this Festival . And as for Pelops, that Hero was held
the Eleans in their Sacrifices
?,
in such high Veneration at Olympia that
gave him the Preference , even before Jupiter himself ; for which
they alledged the Practice of Hercules the Son of Alcmena j to whose
Labours also, as Pindar informs 4 us , they were indebted for their
Olive Crown.

cities

But not contented with a Founder , who was mortal by his Mo¬
ther ’s Side s, the Eleans have carried their Antiquities still higher , and
name for the Authors of these Games Jupiter and Saturn ; who , as
they pretend , in the very Place where these Games were afterwards
celebrated, wrestled with each other for the Empire of the World.
Others affirm , that they were instituted by Jupiter , in Commemo¬
ration of his Victory over the 'Titans ; and that Apollo in particular
signalized himself , by gaining two Victories ; one over Mercury in the
Foot Race , and another over Mars in the Combat of the Ccejlus. And
* Euseb. Chrorv 3Schol. ad Pind. Olymp. Od. i .
’ Paus. 1. v.
1. v.
.
Paus
*
z.
Ode

4 Olymp*
this.
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of the
(
this , fay they , is the Reason that the Exercise of 1Leaping one
Five Exercises of the Pentathlons is always accompanied with Flutes
playing Pythian Airs ; because those Airs are consecrated to Apollo,
and because Apollo gained two Victories in the Olympick Games.
In this Account we may observe History (for there is something
of historical Truth at the Bottom of all these Traditions ) swelling by
degrees , and growing insensibly into Fable ; till by a Progress , like
that of Fame in Virgil 2, its Bulk becomes too big for Truth and Pro¬
«;here to¬
bability , and reaching , at length from Earth to Heaven ,
tally disappears , lost and confounded , with the rest of t ! . iniqui¬
ties of Greece, in the Clouds of Mythology and Superstition.
It is needless to mention the Names of several other Heroes of
those early Ages , who , by different Authors , are said to stave cele¬
brated these Games . The last of these was Oxylus, who came into
the Peloponnesus with the Heraclides st After whom followed so long
an Intermission of that Solemnity , that the Memory of it was al¬
most lost.
The Occasions of celebrating the Olympick Games seem to have
been various . Sir Isaac Newton is of Opinion 4, cc That they were
celebrated in Triumph for Victories ; first by Hercules
“originally
" Idceus upon the Conquest of Saturn and the Titans ; and then by
“ Clymemts upon his coming to reign in the Terra Curetum, then by
his conquering Clymenus; and afterwards by Pe~
“ Endymion upon
“ lops upon his conquering Ætolus ; and by Hercules upon his killing
by Atreus upon his repelling the Heraclides ,- and by
;
" Augeas and
“ Oxylus upon the Return of the Heraclides into Peloponnesus.” This
Opinion may be very well supported out of ancient Authors . Pindar
exprefly tells us, in his Second Olympick Ode , that Hercules insti¬
tuted this Festival to 'Jupiter , on occasion of the Victory he obtained
over Augeas . But the Oracle delivered to the Peloponnesans, at the
>Pauf. 1. v.

1 Æneid . iv.

3Pauf . I. v.
2

4 Chron . p. 156.

Re-
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Restitution of these Games by Ipbitus , fays, they were celebrated
by Pelops twice ; first,
;
first by Pifus in Honour of "Jupiter 1then
upon his coming to settle in Greece, and a second Time at the Fu¬
neral of Oenomaus ,- and after him by Hercules in Memory of Pe¬
whose Death likewise , as Velleius Paterculus informs us, they
;
lops2 at
had before been celebrated as Funeral Games by his Son Atreus ; up¬
on which Occasion , fays the fame Author , Hercules came off Victor
in all the Exercises . And indeed this Account of the Occasion of
celebrating the Olympick Games , is very agreeable to a Custom,
which , as we learn from Homer , Pindar ., and all the Greek Writers,
prevailed very much in those Heroick Ages . Games , with Prizes for
the Conquerours , were the usual Compliment , and made up the
greatest Part of the Ceremony at the Funeral of every Person of Note
and Quality . The Expence of these Games was sometimes borne by
the ' Relations and Friends of the Deceased , as we may fee by the
Example of Achilles, who out of his own Treasures gave the Prizes,
and those of no inconsiderable Value , to the Conquerours in the
Games , by him celebrated at the Funeral of Patroclus. Sometimes
the Funeral was at the Appointment of the Publick ; and an anniver¬
sary Solemnization of Games was enacted in honour of the Deceased ;
such were those instituted by a r Decree of the Syracujians , as a perpe¬
tual Memorial of the godlike Virtues of Pimoleon their Deliverer and
Legislator.
To one or other , therefore , of these Customs , in all likelihood,
was owing the Original of the Olympick Games ; as also of those
celebrated at the Isthmus of Corinth , at Delphi , Nemea, and indeed
is not so easy
in every considerable Town throughout all Greece. It
to have the
came
Olympia
to assign a Reason how those celebrated at
Rank and Precedency of all the other ; some of which were dedi¬
cated to the same God , and could boast as venerable , and as ancient
’ Phlegon.

* L , !. c. 8.

I Plut. in Timol.
a Founda-
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a Foundation . But whatever may have been the Reason of this Pre¬
ference, all the People of Greece acquiesced in it, and agreed \o be¬
stow the first Honours upon the Olympick Conquerours.
It cannot , however , 1 think , be pretended, that these Gan ies were
in any very great Estimation before the Time of their R . stkution
by Jphitus. This may very fairly be concluded as well fiom die Di¬
versity and Uncertainty of the Accounts concerning the Original and
Authors of them , as from the Silence of Homer, who in the Cata¬
logue of the Ships (where he takes occasion to inform the Reader of
the Name and Situation of the principal Towns of Greece) makes no
mention of Olympia nor when he speaks of Elis, and the River Alpheus, as he doth in many Parts both of the Iliad and the Odyjfey, does
he give the least Hint of the Olympick Games ; tho ' we are told by
other Authors that they were celebrated by Pelops the Grandfather,
and afterwards in his Honour by Atreus the Father of Agamemnon.
Homer, besides makes frequent mention of Games, and particularly
at the Funeral of Patroclus , introduces his greatest Heroes contending
in the very same kind of Exercises, with those practised in the Sta¬
dium of Olympia: upon which occasion, had the Olympick Games
been then in such Estimation , as they are said to have been, one may
believe he would not have failed making some mention of them ; as
well to render more illustrious the Majesty of Agamemnon, the Gene¬
ral of the Greeks, whose Grandfather Pelops was worshipped equally
with Jupiter at that Solemnity, as to shew from so great and august
a Precedent the high Value of the Honours paid by Achilles to his
Friend.
» See StraboI. viii.
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Of the Kefittuthn of the Olympick Games.

I

PH

ITUS,

King

of

Elis,

is

by

all

Authors

said

to

have

restored

the Olympick Games : which is not precisely true in any Sense.
For if by the Olympick Games be understood the Religious Policy and
Ordinances of that Festival ; the general Armistice or Truce that al¬
ways accompanied its Solemnization j the publick Mart 1or Fair then
held for the Benefit of Commerce j and the Period of Four Tears

called the Olympiad: All these he cannot so properly be said to have
restored, as to have been the first Author and Institutor of them . For
of most of these Things there is no Mention before his Time . Be¬
sides, allowing it to be true , that there were Games celebrated at
Olympia, even so far back as the Golden Age , and that there was a
Temple and Sacrifices of the same Date to Jupiter Olympius ; it does
not appear any where , as I remember , that all the Greeks were con¬
cerned in those Sacrifices , or invited to partake in those Games . It
should seem , on the contrary , by what has been said above , that they
were celebrated at unequal Distances of Time , on private and parti¬
cular Occasions , and in Compliance rather with Fastuon and Custom,
than in Obedience to an Ordinance , that required their Solemnization
at certain and stated Periods . If by the Olympick Games be meant
what is more generally understood by those Words , the Gymnastick
Combats and Horse Races exhibited in the Stadium at Olympia , he
cannot be said to have restored the Olympick Games. For
1 Paufanias
tells us, that he restored only the Foot -Race ; the other Exercises
were afterwards added by the Authority of the Eleans , according as
1 Veil. Pat. 1. i., cap. 8.

1 L . v.

c

they
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they discovered or recollected what had formerly been practised ia
that Solemnity.
But Iphitus indeed may with great Justice be styled the Founder of
the Olympick Games . For he seems to have been the first that re¬
duced that Festival into a regular and coherent System or Form ; uni¬
ted the Sacred and Political Institutions ; and gave it, by the Establistiment of the Olympiad, that Principle of Life and Duration , as
enabled it to outlive the Laws and Customs, the Liberty , and almost
the Religion of Greece.
The Occasion of the Re-establilhment of the Olympick Games was
as follows:
Greece at that Time being torn in Pieces by Civil Wars
and wast¬
ed by a Pestilence, 4 Iphitus, one of the Descendants of Hercules,
Grandson os Oxylus, and King of Elis, concerned at the Calamities,
under which his Country then laboured, had Recourse to the Oracle
at Delphi, for a Remedy to those Evils ; and was told by the Py¬
thoness, that the Safety of Greece depended upon the Re-establilhment
of the Olympick Games ; the Non -observance of which Solemnity
had, as slie told them , drawn down the Indignation of the God to
whom it was dedicated ; and of Hercules, the Hero by whom it was
instituted. She ordered him therefore, in Conjunction with the Peo¬
ple of Elis , to set about restoring the Celebration of that Festival,,
and to proclaim a Truce or Cessation of Arms to all those Cities, who
3Pauf . 1. V. Phlegon . Eufeb . Chron.
4 In the Fragment of Phlegon from
(
-whence the greatest Part of the following
Account is taken) Lycurgus, the Law¬
giver of Sparta, and one Cieojlhenes of
Pisa, are joined with Iphitus in restoring
the Olympick Games . That this Account,
which makes Lycurgus Cotemporary with
Iphitus, cannot be reconciled with Chro¬

nology , the Reader may fee in Sir Isaac
Newton ’s Chronology , even admitting,,
what seems to be intimated by Phlegon,
that there were two Kings of Elis named
Iphitus, between whom the fame Author
reckons twenty eight Olympiads to have
pasted, during which Time the Solemni¬
zation of the Olympick Games was inter¬
mitted — But of tins more hereafter.

were
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were desirous of partaking in the Games 5. The other People of the
Peloponnesus, whether jealous of the Pre-eminence claimed by the
Eleam on this Occasion, or from a Spirit of Discord and Dissen¬
sion, refusing to comply , sent a common Deputation to Delphi,
ordering their Deputies to interrogate the Deity very strictly con¬
cerning the Oracle lately reported to them : but the Priestess, ever
ready to authorize the Schemes of Kings and Legislators, adhered to
her former Answer , and commanded them to submit to the Direc¬
tions and Authority of the Eleans in the ordering and establishing the
ancient Laws and Customs of their Fore-fathers. The Pelopormefiam
then submitted , and allowed the People of Elis to hold their Festi¬
val, and proclaim a general Cessation of Arms, Thus were the Olympick Games established by the Authority of Iphitus, King of Elis*
under the Direction of the Delphick Oracle , Seven hundred and Se¬
venty six Years before the Birth of Christ, and Nineteen or Twenty
before the Building of Rome, according to the common Chronology,
but One hundred Forty nine according to Sir Isaac Newton. See
Newton’s Chron. p . 37 , 38.
In this Institution there are three things to be considered : First,
The Religious Ceremonies. Secondly, The Period or Cycle of Four
Years, called the Olympiad: And Thirdly , the Games, comprehend¬
ing the Equestrian and Gymnastick Exercises. Of each of which I
propose to give as full and particular an Account, as I have been able
to collect from the imperfect Relations of Paufanias who
(
yet is more
copious on these Subjects than any other ancient Author ) or from
the short, and oftentimes obscure Hints and Allusions scattered up and
down the Works of almost all the Greek Writers , as well in Prose
as in Verse.
5 Phlegon.
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Gf the Religious Ceremonies.

Spectacles,
Jj
(saysPaufanias
GREECE indeed

abounds with
which even in Description cannot fail of exciting our Admira¬
tion ; yet (continues he ) there is no one Solemnity among all these , trans¬
acted with so much religious Pomp and Care as the Eleujinian My¬
steries and the Olympick Games . But as neither PauJ a' nias , nor any
other ancient Writer now extant , hath thought fit to give us a compleat and circumstantial Account of the several Rites and Ceremonies
observed on these solemn Festivals (some of which , especially those
in the Eleujinian Mysteries , all the Grecians held it unlawfull to di¬
vulge ) we can only frame to ourselves a general Idea of the Splendor
and Magnificence , with which they were performed , by taking a View
of the Temples , Statues , &c. of the Deities to whom they were conse¬
crated . Those of Jupiter at Olympia, which alone relate to my pre¬
sent Subject , are thus described by Paufanias , in the Fifth Book of

his Journey through Greece.
he ) is erected 1on a consecrated
(
“ The Temple of Jupiter fays
“ Piece cf Ground , called the Æis, an antique Word , appropriated
" to this sacred Inclosure , and made use of by Pindar z, who tells
“ us, that this hallowed Area was set apart and dedicated to Jupiter
" by Hercules himself . The Temple is built in the Dorick Order,
“ and surrounded on the Outside with a Peristyle or Colonnade . The
V whole Edifice is composed

“ that Country .

Its Height

of a beautiful Sort of 3Marble

found in

to the Roof is Sixty eight Feet , its

us, that it resembled Parian Marble in,
* Olymp . 06 . io .
1Lib . v.
and Hardness, but was not so.
i Of this Stone or Marble called Peru;, Colour
‘Tbccpbrasrus, and Pliny after him, informs heavy.

“ Breadth.
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" Breadth Ninety five, and its Length Two hundred and thirty . The
" Architect was Libon , a Native of that Country . This Temple is
" not covered with Earthen Tiles burnt , but with Marble brought
Athens) and + cut in the Form of
(
“from Mount Pentelicus near
" Tiles . On each Corner of the Roof is placed a gilded Vase, and
" on the Top of the Pediment a Statue of ViElory, gilded likewise,
“ under which is hung up a Golden Shield , with the Figure of the
“ Gorgon Medusa carved upon it . The Inscription on the Shield
“ imports it to have been a Gift of the Tanagreans , who being in
" Alliance with the Lacedamonians , and having obtained a Victory
" over the Argives and Athenians near Tanagra , had consecrated the
the Cornice which
“ Tenth of the Spoils to Jupiter Olympius. On
“ runs round the Temple on the Outside over the Columns are hung
“One and twenty Gilt Shields , a Present of Mummius the Roman
" General , who conquered the Achaians , and took and destroyed Co“ ninth.
“
“
“
"
“

“ In the Front - Pediment is a Piece of Sculpture , whose Subject
is the Contest between Oenomaiis and Pelops in the Chariot - Race:
Each of whom is represented as ready and just upon the Point of
entering on the Course . In the Middle is a Figure of Jupiter ; on
his Right Hand stands Oencmaus, with a Helmet on his Head , and
near him his Wife Sterope, one of the Daughters of Atlas. Before

4 The Art of cutting Marble into both probably built about the fame Time,.
Tiles ,was so extraordinary, that. Byza. of and each of them adorned with a Statue
Naxus, who first invented it, thought made by the fame admirable Artist. Whetr
proper to perpetuate the Honour of his ler fays, that the. Height of the Columns,
Invention by an .Inscription, which may which run rayn rf the Temple of Minerva,
be scen, in PauJ a' nias.
were Forty two Feet , whence by the
The famous Temple of Minerva at
Rules of Architecture somejudgment may
Athens seems, by Wheeler's Description,of
be formed of the whole Height of that.
it, to have resembled this in so many Par¬ Temple , and perhaps some probable Con¬
ticulars, that we may, by reading that jecture of the Height of this, which PauDescription, be enabled. more clearly to sanies fays was Sixty eight Feet , but.whe¬
understand this given by Bausanias of the ther to the Top or the Bottom of the Pe¬
Temple oi Olympian Jupiter . .They were diment I leave the Learned to determine.
4t

the .
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c‘ the Horses, which are Four in Number , appears Myrtilus, the
" Charioteer of Oenotnaiis, and behind him stand two other Men,
tc who 5, tho ’ their Names are not inscribed, seem to be two Grooms
“ attending on the Horses of Oenomaiis. In the Corner of the Pedi" ment is represented the Cladeus, a River which next to the Alpheus
“ is held in the greatest Honour by the Eleans. On the Left Hand
" of Jupiter stand Pelops and Hippodamia, the Charioteer of Pelops,
" his Horses and Two Grooms, and in the Angle is figured the River
“ Alpheus. This
whole Piece of Sculpture is the Workmanship of
" Paonius of Menda, a City of Phrace; but that in the Pediment of
" the Pack-Front was done by Acalmenes, who lived in the Time of
" Phidias , and was second to him alone in Art and Genius. In this
" Pediment is represented the Battle of the Centaurs and the Lapithœ
“ at the Marriage of Pirithous. In the Middle of the Piece stands
*c Pirithous near
;
him , on one Side, appears Eurytion carrying off the
“ Bride, and Cœneus coming to the Assistance of Pirithous: On the other
" Side ’Theseus with his Battle- axe combating the Centaurs. Among the
<£ Centaurs is one represented running away with a youngVirgin, andan¬
te other carrying off a beautiful Boy. This Subject, as I imagine, was
“ chosen by Acalmenes, because Pirithous , as he had learned from Ho«c mer, was the Son of Jupiter and
;
Pheseus was the fourth in Descent
" from Pelops. Over the Gates of the Temple in like manner are
" exhibited most of the Labours of Hercules, as the Hunting of the
5 It appears from this Passage, and
some others in Pausanias , that the ancient
Greeks, among whom the Arts of Statu¬
ary and Painting, at least the former, were
carried to a Perfection not yet equalled by
the Moderns , thought it no Disgrace to
the finest Performances in each of those
Kinds , to add the Names under the seve¬
ral Figures, or a general Inscription ex¬
plaining the Subject, and pointing out the
principal Personages therein represented.

Whether this was any real Disfigurement
to those admirable Works , I will not take
upon me to determine ; but it certainly
was of use, especially in Historical Pieces,
intended to deliver down to Posterity the
Memory of any great Action , and the
chief Persons concerned in it. Pausanias
himself, who seems to have been a very
learned Antiquarian, found the Advantage
of those little explanatory Inscriptions in
many Instances, as might easily be shewn.
<C

Eryr-
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" Erymanthian Boar , the Story of the Dhracian Diomede, and of Ge“ ryon, In
one Piece Hercules is represented as going to ease Atlas of
“ his Burden , and in another as cleaniing the Stable of Augeas . Over
" the Gates on the Back Part of the Temple the fame Hero is seen
c‘ fighting with an Amazon , from whom he tears away her Belt:
" there also are figured the Stories of the Hind , of the Gnqjjian Bull*
“ the Lernaan Hydra , the Stympbalian Birds , and the Nernean Lion.
" As you enter into the Temple through the Brazen Gates , you per“ ceive on your Right Hand , standing before a Column , a Statue of
" Iphitus and his Wife Ekecbaria , who is putting a Crown on the
" Head of her Husband . In the Inside of the Temple also are Ranges
" of Columns , which form Porticos (or Ifies) of a great Height
“ between which you pass on to the Statue of Olympian Jupiter
"
►
" There is also a winding Stair- cafe leading up to the Roof.
" The Statue of the God , which is composed of Gold and Ivory,.
“ is seated on a Throne , with a Crown upon his Head , resembling
“ the Leaves and Branches of a wild Olive . In his Right Hand he
" bears a Statue of Victory composed likewise of Ivory and Gold,
“ holding in her Hand a sacred Fillet or Diadem , and wearing a
" Crown upon her Head . In his Left Hand is a Sceptre of exquisite
" Beauty , inlaid with all Sorts of Metals , and bearing an Eagle perch 'd
" upon it. The Sandals of the God , as also his Robe , are of Gold*
“ The latter wrought over with all Sorts of Animals - and Flowers,
" particularly Lilies . The Throne is diversified with Gold and pre“ clous Stones, with Ebony and Ivory , and painted with the Repre_
" sensations of divers kinds of Animals . About it also are many Fi_
“ gures in Sculpture ; four Victories , for Instance , in the Attitude of
tC Dancers , round
the upper Part of each Leg of the Throne , and.
" two more at each of the Feet . On those Legs also which support
" the Fore -part of the Throne are carved Sphinxes devouring the T'be" ban Children , and under the Sphinxes, Apollo and Diana slaying
" with their Arrows the Children of Niohe,. Between
the Legs of
" th&

i
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“ the Throne run sour Pieces , in the Nature of Braces . Upon that
“ which fronts the Entrance are seven Figures ; the eighth by some
" unknown Accident has disappeared . Those Figures exhibit a Re" presentation of such Exercises as were practised of old in the Olytnt{ pick 6 Games , before Boys were admitted to contend in them.
" Tradition , however , informs us, that the Figure , which is binding
" its Plead with a Fillet or Diadem , resembled Pantarces , an Elean
“ Boy , with whom Phidias was enamour ’d , and who , in the Class
" of Boys, gain ’d the Wrestler ’s Crown in the Eighty sixth Olympiad.
" On the other Braces is represented Hercules with his Band of WarThe Number of Figures in
" riors fighting against the Amazons.
is placed among the As'
" both Groups is Twenty nine : PheJeus
« sistants of Hercules. The Throne , besides its own proper Legs , is
" supported likewise by four Columns , of an equal Height with the
" Legs , and placed between them . No one is permitted to go un" der the Throne , to view it in the Inside , as is allow ’d at Amyclce,
" where I had Liberty to view the Inside of Apollo's Throne . But at
" Olympia the Throne of 'Jupiter is inclosed by a kind of Wall , on
“ purpose to keep the Spectators at a distance . That Part of the Wall,
" which faces the Gates of the Temple , is stained with one Colour
“ only , namely , a Sky -blue ; the other Parts are painted by Pananus ,
" who in one Piece hath represented Atlas bearing up the Heavens,
" and Hercules standing by , and offering to ease him of his Load :
“ in others are seen Phefeus, and Pirithous ; a Figure of Greece , and
“ another of Salamis, holding in her Hand one of those Ornaments
“ that are usually placed either on the Head or Stern of a Ship . In
" others are represented the Combat of Hercules with the Nemean
" Lion ; the Violence offered by Aj ax to Cajfandra ; Hippodamia
“ the Daughter of Oenomaus, together with her Mother ; and Prome _
“ 'theus bound down with Chains , and Hercules looking on him . For
6 In the Original there is some Error,
which can only be corrected by a good

Manuscript. I have given what I take to
be the Author’s Meaning,

" Hercules,

*
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*£ Hercules, among the other Exploits attributed to him , is reported to
*■
* have released Prometheus from his Bonds , and to have killed the
" Eagle , which was sent to punish him on Mount Caucasus, where
“ he lay bound . The last Piece presents Penthejilea giving up the
<c ghost ,
and Achilles supporting her ; and two of the Hester ides,
" bringing some of the Golden Apples , which were committed to their
" Custody.
“ This Panœnus was the Brother of Phidias , and the same, who
" at Athens , in the Portico
Marathon.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

called Poecile, painted

the Action of

" On the upper Part of the Throne , over the Head of Jupiter,
Phidias has placed on one Side the Graces ; and the Hours (or Seasons) on the other ; each Three in Number , and alike Daughters of
Jupiter, according to the Poets . The Footstool of the God is
adorned with golden Lions , and a Representation of the Battle between 'Theseus and the Amazons \ the first Exploit of the Athenians
against a foreign Enemy . The Basis, or Pedestal , which sustains
the whole Work , is enriched with many other Ornaments , and Fi¬

re gures in Gold , all of which have some Relation to Jupiter; as the
" Sun mounting his Chariot , attended by Jupiter and Juno, and one
«c of the Graces , next to whom stands Mercury, and next to Mercury
‘‘
"
"
«-

Vefla: After

is seen Cupid receiving Venus rising out of the
Sea, and the Goddess Perfuajion placing a Crown on the Head of
Venus. Here
also are the Figures of Apollo and Diana, of Minerva
and Hercules, and on the lowest Part of the Basis, Neptune and
Vesta

«« Amphitrite, and the Moon riding on a Horse ; for I take it to be a
" Horse , tho ’, according to others , that Goddess is carried by a Mule,
" and not a Horse . I am not ignorant that some People have under" taken to give the exact Dimensions of this Statue of Jupiter Olym« pius, yet I cannot applaud their Skill, since it appears to the Eye
" much larger than the Dimensions affign ’d by them . The Eleans
tell us, that Jupiter himself bore Testimony to the Art of PhidiaSi
d
" for

xviii A
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for that Statuary, when he had completed his Work , begged of JiA
piter to give some Token of his Approbation, if he was pleased with
the Performance ; upon which , say they , the Pavement was im-

mediately struck with Lightening , in that Place, upon which a
brazen Urn is still to be seen as a Memorial of the Miracle. That
Part of the Pavement which is immediately before the Statue is
composed of black Marble , surrounded with a circular Rim of Pa*
rian Marble , raised about it like a Step, on purpose to contain the
Oil that is poured into it,, in order to preserve the Ivory from being
injured by the Damps arising out of the Ground ; the Ætis y where
the Temple is erected, being wet and marshy .”
To this Passage, translated from Paufanias , I shall add another , taken
from Strabo ?,
in
which are some Particulars relating to this famous
Statue and the Temple , worthy of our Observation :
.. " TheTemple (says he) stands in the PiJ aan
' Division, little less than
" three hundred Stadia distant from Elis before
;
it is a Grove of wild
" Olives, within which lies the Olympick Stadium ; by it passes the
“ River Alpheus, running from Arcadia South -west into the Eriphylian Sea% Olympia at first derived its Reputation from the Oracle
" of Olympian Jupiter and
;
tho’ this Oracle fell afterwards into Decay,
" yet the Temple retained its ancient Honour . But its present Great“ ness and Magnificence is owing, undoubtedly , to the Olympick Games,
" and to the Number of Offerings and Donations brought thither from
" all Parts of Greece among
;
which is a Golden Statue of Jupiter
" presented by Cypfelus, Tyrant of Corinth. But of all these, the Ivory
Statue of Olympian Jupiter , made by Phidias of Athens, is, by far,
*« the most considerable ; the Bulk of which is so vast, that the Artist
“ seems, in my Opinion , to have deviated from the Rule of Propor" tion ; for altho' the Temple is of the largest Size, and the God is
represented fitting, yet he almost touches the Cieling with his Head>
7 Lib . viii.
"

so
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so that were he to rise out of his Throne , and stand upright , he
" would carry the Roof along with him 8.
" Phidias was much assisted in the Composition, the Colours, and
<e particularly in the Drapery of this Statue, by Panœnus, a fainter,
" his Brother and Fellow-workman ; many of whose Paintings, and
" those very admirable, are to be seen up and down the Temple . There
" is a Tradition , that Phidias being afk’d by Panœnus, by what Pat" tern or Idea he intended to frame his Image of 'Jupiter, answered,
<* by that given in the following Verses of Homer :
s<

" This said, his kingly Brow the Sire inclin’d,
*' The large black Curls fell, awful, from behind,
" Thick ssiadowing the stern Forehead of the God j
" Olympus trembled at th ' Almighty Nod 9. "
How well the Performance answered the great Idea of the Statuary,
may be conjectured from what Polybius 10 relates of Lucius Æmilius,
who , entering into the Temple of Jupiter at Olympia, and contem¬
plating the Statue, was astonistied, and said, that, in his Opinion, Phi¬
dias was the only Man who had succeeded in representing the Jupitd"
of Homer and
;
that , tho ’ his Expectations about Olympia had been
raised very high , yet he found they came far ssiort of the Truth.
Quintilian remarks of Phidias that
”,
he succeeded better in the Sta¬
tues of his Gods, than of his Men ; and that , in Works of Ivory, he
indisputably excelled all the World ; of which , to say nothing of his
other Performances, the Image of Minerva at Athens, and of Jupiter
at Olympia, were evident Proofs ; whose Beauty, continues he, seems
8
Height of the Temple , according
to Pausanias, was sixty-eight Feet j hence
then it appears, that the Statue, with its
Throne and Pedestal, was near sixty-eight
Feet in Height.

9 First Book of Homer, by Tickell.
10 In Fragment. Poly bit, p . 1015 . Edit.
Cafaub. et apud Suidamy voce
11 In/Ut. L . xii . cap . 10.
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to have added Reverence even to Religion itself, so nigh does the Ma¬
jesty of the Work approach to that of the Divinity.
Before this Statue hung a Veil or Curtain , of Woollen Cloth , dy’d
and enriched with Affyrian Embroidery ; an
in Phœnician Purple
Offering made by King Antiochus. This Curtain is not drawn up tothe Roof, like that in the Temple of Diana at Ephesm, but let down
to the Pavement.
I shall not follow Pausanias any further , in his Account of the
many rich Votive Offerings or Donations, sent to Olympia from almost
all Parts of the Heathen World , and lodged in or about the Temple
and Altis of J -upiter Olympius; or in the Temples of other Deities, and
in Buildings called Freafuries, erected at Olympia by several States, in
order to receive and keep the Presents, which at any Time they had
perhaps the Money destin’d to defray the Ex;
vowed to ’Jupiter and
penee of the Sacrifices to be made at the solemn Festival of the Olympick
Games . The Reader , who is desirous of knowing more of these se-veral Particulars, may find them in Paufatiias a; French Translation
of whose Journey through Greece, by the Abbe Gadoyn, was publish¬
he
ed at Amsterdam, in four Vol. Octavo , in 1733 . In the same Author
may likewise see a long List of Statues of Gods and Heroes , of Olym¬
Account of
pick Conquerours, Emperors, and Kings, ©V. to give an
all which , would carry me too far from my Subject, and swell this
Dissertation to an unreasonable Bulk. It may be sufficient to observe,
that their Number was prodigious, and their Value almost inestimable;
, and
as they were many of them composed of the richest Materials
is here said
made by the most eminent Statuaries of Greece. What
in general, joined to the Description of the Statue of Olympian Jupiter,
the Master- piece of Phidias, and therefore very justly esleem’d one
of the Wonders of the World , may serve to shew how liberal and mag¬
nificent the Greeks were , in what related to the Worship of their
Gods •, and to give us a just Conception of the Pomp and Splendour of
»r

Paus. ibid.
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the Olympick Games , the first and the most august of the Four Great
Fejiivah of Greece I3, by Way of Eminence styled Sacred j a Charac¬
ter communicated in some Degree to those , who obtained the Crowns .in the several Games , which were always exhibited in these religiousSolemnities.
The Sacrifices offer ’d to "Jupiter upon his Festival were answerable
to all this Magnificence ; I fay, the Sacrifices offer ’d at the Time of
the Celebration of the Olympick Games j for tho ’ the ' +E leans paid their
Devotions to him every Day throughout the Year , yet Lucian assuresus f5, that Jupiter was wont to take it very kindly , if a Stranger offer ’ci
him any Sacrifice in the Intervals of those Games . However -, it was
then made up to him ; for then not the Fleam only , and the Candi¬
dates for the Olympick Crown , but all the principal Cities of Greece
may be. collected,
;
made their Offerings to the Olympian Jupiter as
from a Passage of Plutarch, in his Life of Demetrius l6. These Offer¬
ings were committed to the Care and Conduct of Deputies solemnly ap¬
considerable
pointed for that Occasion , and named Theori. How
they were , we may , perhaps , in some Measure guess from those pre¬
pared by Jason, against the Celebration of the Pythian Games . This
Jason, by a Decree of all the People of Fheff'aly, had been appointed
their General ,7» a Dignity differing in little , besides the Name , from
that of Sovereign : Upon the Approach of the Pythian Games , he
ordered , by a Proclamation , all his Cities , to fat up so many Oxen,
Sheep , Goats , and Swine j and tho ’ he imposed but a moderate Quota
The other three were the Pythian, at Amphipolis, after his Victory over Per¬
seus, has these Words ; Nam et artificimn
Isthmian, and Nemean Games ..
omnis generis qui ludicram artem fiaciebant±
*s DeSacris.
Paus. L . v.
ex toto orbe terrarum multituda, et athUta>6 That this was a general Custom ob¬
et nobilium equormn convenit, et lerum,
served by the Greeks upon their great Fes¬
cum vi/Uimis, et quidquid aliud De¬
gationes
Games,
Pythian
or
Olympick
tivals, as the
er um, hominumque causa fieri magnis Luitc. is farther evident from the following
. xlv . c. 32.
Paslage of Livy, who , speaking of the dis inGrcecia Jolet. L
. G . Hist . L . vi.
*7 Xert
Games that L . Æmilius Paulus celebrated
13

upon
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upon every City , he got together above a Thousand Oxen , and more
than ten Times as many smaller Cattle. He promis’d likewise to re¬

ward with a Crown of Gold that Person, who should produce the
fattest Ox , fit to be put at the Head of such a Herd of Victims . I
will not fay that the Offerings of every City in Greece were to be com¬
pared to this of 'Jason. He
represented all Thejsaly, and, as the De¬
puty or ‘Theorus of a whole People, collected the Contributions of the
several States or Cities. Athens perhaps , and the other principal States
of Greece, might do the same for all the Cities that were under their
Jurisdictions . There are also some private Reasons assigned, that may
account for the extraordinary Preparations made by Jason. He is said
to have had some Thoughts of aspiring to preside at those Games lS, and
to hold , by his own Authority , the Festival in Honour of Apollo.
That private Persons also, those especially who had gained the Ho¬
nour of an Olympick Victory , sometimes made very sumptuous Sacri¬
fices to Jupiter , may be inferred from what Athenceus relates of Alcibiades y' who , having gained the First , Second, and Fourth Prizes in
the Chariot -Race , feasted the whole Multitude of Grecians, that were
gathered together on the account of the Olympick Games , with the
Victims offer’d to Jupiter. For at all great and solemn Sacrifices the
Victims were generally shared among those who were invited to the
Sacrifice, only a small Portion of them being consumed upon the Al¬
tar . And it is probable, that all those, who from several Parts of the
World were assembled on these Occasions at Olympia, were subsisted
chiefly by the Sacrifices provided by every City of Greece of
;
one or
other of which every private Grecian had a natural Right to partake.
This Consideration, added to the Motives of Religion and Vanity,
whose Influence on the Grecians, ever reckoned a superstitious and
ostentatious People, was always very powerful , may induce us to con¬
clude , that the whole Apparatus of the Sacrifices, furnished by every
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State, was, on this most solemn Festival, exceeding sumptuous and
magnificent.
The principal Altar x9, upon which the Sacrifices to "Jupiter were
consumed, was placed in the mid -way between the Temples of
Juno and Pelops; and was, by way of Eminence , distinguished by
the Name of the Altar of Olympian Jupiter. This
Altar , as some say*
was built by the Idœan Hercules or
; , as others, by the Heroes of the
Country , about two Generations later. Xt was composed (says Pausanias ) of the Ashes 26 of the Victims , mixed up with the Waters of the
River Alpheus. No other Water would do, as both Plutarch 21 and
Pausanias pretend ; the Scholiast upon Pindar 's Tenth Olympick Ode
fays the same Thing ; and hence is inferr’d the great Affection which
Jupiter is said to have had for that River . These Ashes were brought
every Year on the 19th of March out of the Publick Hall , by the
Priests or Augurs 22;who , tempering them with the Waters of Al¬
pheus, made a Sort of Plaister, wherewith they crusted over the Altar .,
The whole Height of this Altar was twenty -two Feet ; to the Top of
which , where the Victims were burnt , the Priest ascended by Steps,,
crusted over in like xManner with Ashes, from the Plinth , or lower
Basis, where the Victims were brought and slain : the Circumference
of this Basis was one hundred and twenty -five Feet , and to this they
mounted by Steps of Stone.
During the Time of Sacrifice the Altar was crown ’d with a Gar¬
land made of the Branches of a wild Olive 2Z.
As it was not possible to temper into Mortar the Ashes, with whichthis Altar was incrusted, with any other Water than that of Alpheusy
so neither was it lawful to employ in the burnt Sacrifices any other
’5s Pauf. L . v.
10

As the Altar

could not

be composed

entirely of that Material , Pausani 'as can
only mean in this Place , that it was daub’d,
or crusted over, with a Kind pf Mortar

made of Ashes ; and, indeed, he soon
after makes use of a Word which imports
no more
21 Plut . deOrac . def.
22 Pauf. L . v.
4JIbid.

I
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Wood than that of the White Poplar . The Original of this Custom
is derived from Hercules, the Son of Alcmena, who first brought that
Tree into Greece, and made use of that Wood only in the Sacrifices,
which he offer’d to Olympian Jupiter . Among the Ministers or Ser¬
vants of the Altar there was one, whose Business it was to furnish those
who came to sacrifice, as well Cities as private People, with these holy
Faggots , at a certain Price.
Besides this Statue and Altar thus peculiarly belonging to the Olym¬
pian Jupiter, there were many more, both Altars and Statues, erected
to the fame God , under different Appellations ; but as they have no
Relation to the Olympick Games , I shall pass on (without taking any
farther Notice of them ) to some others, that always bore a Part in the
Solemnities of this Festival. The Chief of these were six Altars, con¬
secrated -4 by Hercules to Twelve Gods, who were always worshipped,
two at each Altar , by the Conquerors in the Olympick Games . The
first Altar was dedicated to Jupiter and Neptune, the second to Juno
and Minerva, the third to Mercury and Apollo, the fourth to Bacchus
and the Graces, the fifth to Diana and Alpheus, the sixth to Saturn
'and Rhea,
There were, besides, several other Altars, upon which the Eleans
sacrificed on these Occasions j whose Names , as well as the Order of
the Sacrifices, may be seen in Pausanias. To
these may be added
others, upon which , it is reasonable to suppose, some or other of the
Competitors for the Olympick Olive made their Offerings, according as
the Office of the several Divinities , to whom they were consecrated,
related to the Exercises, in which they were severally to engage. Of
•this Number was the Altar of Mercury, call ’d Enagonius, from his
presiding over the Gymnastick Exercises ; this, with another sacred to
Opportunity, was placed near the Entrance of the Stadium.
The
.Altar of the Nymphs , surnamed Callijlephani, or the Nymphs presiding over the Crowns of Victory . The Altars of Good Fortune,
?4 Schol, ad Pind. Olym. Od. 6.
C
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of Victory, of Jaraxippus, of Neptune , of Castor and Pollux, and
many others. And , indeed, there was not a Deity in the whole
Grecian Calendar, who had not eithera Temple or an Altar erected in
the Alt is, or sacred Territory , of Jupiter : as if the Eleans had resolved
that their Jupiter should be in every Thing the Copy of Jupiter in
appear at Olympia with as large a Train, of Deities, as
;
Homer and
was accustom’d to attend his Summons upon Mount Olympus2$.
The Ekecheiria, or Cestation of Arms, which always accompanied
the Celebration of the Olympick Games , comes properly under the
Head of Religion, as it owed its Original to the Authority of the
Delphick Oracle, and the religious Strictness, with which it seems in
most Instances to have been observed, to the pious Respect and Vene¬
ration with which the Greeks regarded the august Solemnity of the
All the Cities of Greece, as I have already shewn,
Olympick Festival.
paid their Devotions to Jupiter upon this Festival ; which , however,
in the Time of War some of them must have been necessitated to
neglect, had not the God open’d the Passages to his Altar , and al¬
lowed a Safe-conduct to his Votaries, by enjoining a Forbearance of
Hostilities to all those, who were willing to partake of the Games in¬
stituted to his Honour.
It appears from a Pasiage of 'Thucydides, which I ssiall produce in
a following Section, that the Eleans first proclaimed this Cessation of
Arms in their own Territories , and then in the Cities of those States
with whom they were at War; and that it took Place from the Time
was the Method when
of the first Proclamation of it at Elis. This
the Eleans themselves happened to be engaged in a War j and I sup¬
pose that the same Method was observed, even when the Eleans were
at Peace ; the Cessation was proclaimed first in Elis , and then in those
States, which were at War with each other , who were obliged to for.
bear all Acts of Hostility from the Date of that Proclamation ; which
*s

See Iliad
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might easily have been known , if the Duration of this Truce was fixed
and certain, as most probably it was. But, upon both these Points,
we are reduced to mere Conjecture ; no ancient Writer , that I know
of, having given us any clear Account of either . The Games, strictly
speaking , held but five Days 5but the Candidates for the Olympick
Crown were obliged to repair to Elis at least thirty Days before the
Games ; yet, I think , it cannot from thence be certainly inferred, that
the Cessation commenced thirty Days before that Festival : though , if
it did not, we must suppose that a free Paflage was granted , on all
Sides, to those, who had enter 'd their Names as Candidates for the
Olympick Crown ; which they were obliged to do, some Time before
they repaired in Person to Elis. Perhaps acarefull Examination of the
Progress of the Peloponnejian War , a minute Detail of which is given
, might throw some Light upon this Matter ; but as I
by ‘Thucydides
have not Leisure for such an Inquiry , I (hall leave it those, who may
think it worth the while to engage in it. *5 A Cessation of Hostilities for
some Time , both before and after the Olympick Games , was doubtless
necesiary ; and the Advantages accruing from it to the whole Grecian
Name were so apparent and so considerable, that the Eleans thought
proper to distinguish Iphitus, the Author of it, by erecting a Statue to
him , even in the Temple of Olympian Jupiter, with another emble¬
matical Figure (for so I take it to have been) of a Woman named Ekecheiria a ( Greek Word , signifying a Cejfation of Arms) placing a
Crown upon his Head.
Though , with respect to the other States of Greece, the Tranquillity
enacted by the Laws of the Olympick Games was but short and tem¬
porary , the People of Elis had it in their Power to enjoy the Feli¬
city even ot a perpetual Peace, had they been wise enough to know
how to use or value their Immunities . War could never approach
their Territories , without drawing down upon the Invader 26 the Ven*5See Thucyd. L.v. c. 49 .

16

, L. viii.
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Oxylus, being by the Heraclides re -instated
geance of 'Jupiter. For
in Elis, the Kingdom of his Ancestors, and appointed Guardian , or
Curator , of the Temple of Jupiter Olympius, obtained of them , under
the Sanction of an Oath , that the whole District of Elis should be con¬
that not only those who should invade it, but
;
secrated to Jupiter and
those also who should not defend it when invaded, should be deemed
accursed. Hence it came to pass, that the Eleans not only neglected to
fortify Elis, and their other Towns , but gave themselves up so entirely
to Agriculture , and the Pleasures of a Country Life, that how wealthy
soever they were grown , they could not , as, Polybius observes, be
drawn from thence 2? to inhabit their Towns . The Consequence was,
that Elis indeed grew rich and populous, but as at the fame Time it
lay naked and defenceless, those Riches served only to invite an Enemy,
and that Populousness did but augment the Calamity of War.
which , nevertheless, would hardly have fallen upon them , had they
not , of their own Accord, departed from the Sanctity of their Charac¬
ter ; and broken down those Fences of Religion, which the Oracle,
and the general Consent of all Greece had planted round them . They
could not, it seems, be contented with Peace, though the greatest of
all Blessings, while it shackled their Ambition ; nor were they willing
to provide sufficiently against a War , at the Expence of forsaking their
old Manner of living ; to which , even in the midst of War , they
were entirely addicted : they were, therefore, very justly censured by
that wise Historian , for having so inconsiderately lost their Immunities;
and very wisely admonislied by him , to retire once more within that
Magick Circle, which , in his Opinion , none would have been suffered
to pass over with Impunity , had any one been daring and impious
enough to have attempted it.
They enjoyed their Tranquillity , however, for a considerable Time,
with some sew Interruptions ; occasioned by a Dispute between
*7

Lib. iv.
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them , the Piseans, and Arcadians, relating to the .Superintendency of
the Olympick Games *8. Yet so great a Regard did the Grecians in ge¬
neral pay to these holy People *9, that when any Troops were to march
through their Territories , upon their entering into the Borders of
the Eleans, they delivered up their Arms , which were restored to
them again upon their quitting that Country 3°. This State of Secu¬
rity and Peace , while the other Cities of Greece were confounding
and destroying each other with mutual and intestine Wars 31, was ac¬
companied with great Simplicity and Innocence of Manners , the
usual Attendants of a Country Life ; and Elis, the Earthly King¬
dom of Jupiter, seems in this Point also to have resembled his
heavenly Dominions ; from whence , as we are told by Homer
that
Deity had for ever banished Ate, the Goddess of Discord and In¬
justice.
*SPaus. L. v.

Lib. xv.

30

Strab. L. viii. 3‘ Polyb. L. iv. 3* IliadT. Pope’s II. xix.

SECTION

IV.

Of the Olympiad.
HOUGH the great Advantages accruing to History from the
X
Institution of the Olympiad be universally acknowledged , yet
have Historians taken no Notice of its Original . They have told us,
indeed, that it was instituted by Iphitus, and that it was a Period
or-Cycle of four Years . The ridiculous Reason assigned for it by Pausanias, would induce one to believe that they knew no more ; and yet
it is certain , that the JetraSieris, or Period of Four Years, was al¬
most as old as the Religions of Greece, being used in divers of their
Sacra, or Religious Festivals 1; as the Panathenœa , Mufxa, and
many other , besides the Olympick Games . The Silence of the an¬
cient Historians upon this Point is so remarkable , that a learned Mo>Sir I. Newton ’s Chron. p. 75.
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dern % who has been at infinite Pains to settle the Chronology of the
Ancients , takes great Glory to himself for having discovered the
true Source of this sacred Period ; and unravelled all the Intricacies
him , therefore , I shall borrow chiefly
of the Olympiad. From
what I have to fay upon this Head.
The Greeks, inquiring of the Delphick Oracle concerning their
solemn Feasts and Sacrifices, received for Answer , that they would do
well to sacrifice Kard rd. Tldr^a, udi aard Tgloc, according to the Cu¬
last
stoms of their Fathers , and according to ‘Three Things. Which
Words they interpreted to signify Days , Months , and Years . They
accordingly set themselves about regulating their Years by the Sun,
and their Months and Days by the Appearances of the Moon Z. By
this Method , they were in hopes so to order their Festivals , and
Times of Sacrifice, as always to make their Offerings precisely upon
the same Days , and the same Months in the Year ; which , they ima¬
gined, would be pleasing and acceptable to the Gods , and consequently
believed that to be the Intention of the Oracle . This , however,
could only happen when the solsticial Conversions of the Sun, and
the Æquinoctials should return to the same Places in the Calendar
Year . After trying in vain many Forms and Combinations of
Years, in order to fulfill the Oracle, they at length hit upon one,
which seemed to them admirably calculated to solve all Difficulties,
and answer their Purpose . Their Year was made to consist of 360
Days , with two additional Days ; and their Months of thirty Days
each ; from one of which , however , in the Course of four Years,
they took a Day > by this means their Tetradseris amounted to 1447
Days . Sometimes a whole Month was intercalated , and then the
TetraBeris consisted of 1477 Days . And thus they flattered them¬
selves that they had punctually fulfilled the Oracle ; for they sacri¬
ficed according to the Year and the Month , because the Month was
full , as consisting of thirty Days ; and the Years thus made up of
2 Jo .Scaliger, Animad. adEus, Chron. No . 12.fr .
Chron. p. 72.

3Gemines apud Sir I. Newton,
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complete Months , by means of these Intercalations returned to their
Beginnings , at least pretty near the Matter . And this is the Reason
that the great Festivals of the Greeks were solemnized every Fifth
Year , after an Interval of four complete Years ; as, for Example , the
Panathenœa at Athens, and the Olympick Games in Elis, which were
celebrated every Fifth Year upon the Full of the Moon . This last Cir¬
cumstance Pindar 4 alone hath discovered to us ; and his Scholiast
at the fame time informs us, that those Games were sometimes cele¬
brated in the Nine and fortieth , and sometimes in the Fiftieth Month j
that is, sometimes in the Month which the Eleans call Apollonius ;
and sometimes in that named by them Parthenius ; which seem to
answer to our Months of July and August. Accordingly
we find
by Scaliger ’s Tables , that the Olympick New Moon fell sometimes in
the Middle , or latter End , of July yand sometimes in the Begin¬
ning of August, for that Festival never preceded the Summer Solstice ;
which the Ancients placed always upon the 9th of July yso that the
Olympick Moon was the first New Moon after the Summer Solstice.
This gave Birth to the intercalary Month , and occasioned the Varia¬
tion in the PetraSieris , which consisted sometimes of forty -eight
Months , and sometimes of forty -nine.
This is the Doctrine of the Olympiad, without a perfect Knowledge
of which , it will be but Labour lost, fays Scaliger, to go about
fettling the Grecian Chronology.
And indeed, as the Olympiad is the only Æra which the Greek
Writers make use of, it will be difficult for a Man to understand
the Dates of Facts mentioned by their Historians , or to accommo¬
date their Chronology to that of other Nations , without his previous¬
ly knowing both the precise Time of the Year on which every new
Olympiad began , and the Number of Years and Months of which
that Period consisted.
4 Olym. Ode 3.
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But how necessary a thorough Understanding of the Olympiad is to
those in particular , who engage in chronological Inquiries , may be
easily imagined from its great Usefulness in such Kind of Searches;
the Consideration of which transported the great Scaliger almost
beyond his Sense and Reason. For having pursued his Inquiry from
the first Original , or Chaos , if I may so speak, of History , amid the
Glimmerings of an ambiguous and allegorical Tradition ; the Mon¬
sters of a fabulous and Hieroglyphick Age, and the devious and
perplexed Conjectures of Chronologists , coming at last to the Olym¬
piads,, like one, who , after having wandered all Night in a wide and
pathless Forest , unexpectedly discovers, at Break of Day , a fair and
open Causeway leading through a rich and cultivated Country , thick
set with I owns and Villages, breaks out into the following Rapture :
" O ! how fortunate is it, that the ancient Greeks should take it into
" their Heads to celebrate , with so much Devotion , every fifth
" Year , their Olympick Games . Hail ! venerable Olympiad! thou
“ Guardian of Dates and Æras ! Assertrix of historical Truth , and
" Curb of the fanatical Licentiousness of Chronologists ! Were it
" not for thee , all things would still be covered under the black
" Veil of Darkness ; since there are many , even at this Day , whose
" Eyes are dazzled and blinded at thy Lustre ! By thy means , not
" those things only, that have happened since thy Institution , but
" those also that were done before thee , are brought to light ; as the
“ Destruction of ‘Troy, the Return of the Heraclides, the Ionick
" Migration , and many other ; for the Knowledge of which we are
" indebted to thy divine Assistance ; by the Help of which , also,
" we are enabled to fix the Dates and Epochas of the holy Scri" ptures ; notwithstanding what silly and ignorant People advance,
" who fay, that without the holy Scriptures there would be no
" coming at the Knowledge of thy Epocha ; than which nothing
“ can be imagined more absurd and monstrous .”
But notwithstanding this enthusiastick Exclamation , Chronologers
are far from being agreed about the precise Time , upon which the
Olympiads
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began ; some dating them from the Victory of Corœbus the
Elean, and others 5throwing their Original thirteen, and even eight
and twenty Olympiads bach warder . But this was done by the artificial
Chronologers , who , to accommodate the Olympiads to their Systems
and Computations , have added to their Antiquity n 2 Years, as
Sir I . Newton 6observes . This great Man has thought it worth his
while to examine their Hypothesis , and to endeavour to establish the
old Chronology upon surer and better Principles . I will not pre¬
sume to say whether he has succeeded in his Endeavours or not : that
must be decided by far much abler and more learned Men . In the
mean time , I think it a piece of Homage due to the acknowledged
Supremacy , if I may so speak, of his Abilities , from one, who in
this Cafe must submit to the Authority of others , to prefer the Au¬
thority of Sir I . Newton, before that ol any other Name in the
World.
Olympiads

Chronologists , however , in all their Computations agree to
reckon downward from that Olympiad in which Corœbus the Elean
was Conqueror ; with whom also the List of Conquerors begins.
This List is very useful, since the Greek Writers frequently mark
the Olympiad by no other Designation than the Name of the Con¬
queror.
Before I conclude this Section , it will not be amiss to take
Notice , that Eufebius tells us from Africanus , that the Word
Olympia, in the Ægyptian Language , signifies the Moon ; which
was so called, because once in every Month she runs through
the Zodiack named Olympus by the old Ægyptians. This Etymology
of the Olympiad, though mentioned by no other Author , will appear
the more probable , when we consider that the Olympiad was a Lunar
Cycle , corrected , indeed , by the Course of the Sun ; and that the
Greeks had their EetraBeris from Ægypt 7 out
;
of which fertile Nur¬
sery they likewise originally transplanted their Arts and Sciences, their
Learning and Philosophy , their Religion and their Gods.
; Eus. Chron .

i

6 Chron . p . <7.

7 See Scaliger inEus . Chron . and Newton ’s Chron.
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V.

Of the Hellanodtcksy or Presidents

T

.

of the Olympick

Games was attended
with such Dignity and PowerOlympick
, that the Eleans, who had
been in Possession of it even from the Time of Jphitus, were more
than once obliged to maintain their Title by Force of Arms against
their Neighbours and Rivals , the Pifœans xcAArcadians ; whose Preten¬
sions, tho ’founded , as Eiodorus Siculus 1observes , upon no better Au¬
thorities than old Fables and antiquated Precedents , were yet esteemed,
by these envious or ambitious People , sufficient to authorize a
War , and justify their breaking through those sacred Laws , which
enjoined a Cessation of Arms to all the States of Greece, during the
Olympick Festival 2 : for in one of these Quarrels, the Pifœans,
joining with the Arcadians , who were then at War with the Eleans,
entered the Territories of Elis at the very Time of the Celebration of
the Olympick Games , and being met by the Eleans, who immediately
took to their Arms , there ensued a very sharp Engagement , in the
View of all the Grecians , who were assembled from all Parts to fee
the Games ; and who stood peaceably and aloof from Danger , with
their Garlands upon their Heads , looking upon the Battle ; and di¬
stinguishing , by Acclamations and Applauses , every Action of Bra¬
very on either Side. The Pifœans , in the Conclusion having obtained
the Victory , presided for that Time over the Solemnity ; but the
Eleans, afterwards recovering their Privilege, left that Olympiad out
of their Register . They had twice or thrice before obliterated , in like
Manner those Olympiads, in which the Pifœans had presided ; ’till
irritated at length by the frequent Revival of these groundless Pre_
HE

1Lib. xv. c. 9.

of

presiding

at

f

the

2 Ibid.

tensions,
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tensions, supported only by Violence , they , in their Turn , made
an Irruption into the Country of the Pisœans, and destroyed the
City of Pija so utterly , that Pausanias says, in his Time there was
not so much as a Ruin remaining ; the whole Space of Ground , upon
which that City had stood, being converted into a Vineyard . The
",
City of Olympia, indeed , was in the Territory of the Pisœans but
, upon their Return,
; (
was taken from them by the Heraclides who
made a new Division of the Pelcpo?inesus) and was given to the
Pisœans might from hence derive a Claim to Olym¬
Eleans. The
pia, but could never found any Right of superintending those Games,
of which the Eleans were the Founders , as Strabo observes , and
over which they were appointed to preside by the express Com^
mands of the Delpkick Oracle.
The Office of llellanodick , or President , was at first exercised by
Iphitus alone 4 ; and continued for the Space of 200 Years to be
executed by a single Person , who was always of the Family of Oxylus: but in the 50th Olympiad the Superintendancy of the Games
was committed to Two , chosen by Lot out of the whole Body of the
Eleans ; and in the 75th , the Number was increased to Nine ; Three
of which had the Direction of the Equestrian Exercises , Three pre¬
sided at the Pentathlon , and the remaining Three had the Inspection
of the other Games . Two Olympiads after , a Tenth was added ; and
in the 103d Olympiad, the College of Hellanodicks consisted of
Twelve , answering to the Tribes of the Eleans, out of each of which
Arcadians shortly after , having
was chosen one Hellanodick. The
took from them part of their Territory ; by
vanquished the
which means the Number of their Tribes , and that of the Hellano¬
dick, was reduced to Eight > but in the 108th Olympiad they re¬
turned to the former Number of Ten , and kept to it ever after.
I cannot find precisely, at what Time the Hellanodicks entered
into Office ; nor how long they continued in it . Pausanias 5informs
3Strab. L. viii.

+Paus. L. v.

3lab . vi,
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us, that for ten Months preceding the Games they dwelt together
at Elis in a House appointed for them , and from thence called the
Hellanodice : at which Time , I think , one may very reasonably fix
the Date of their Commistion . These ten Months they employed
in qualifying themselves for the high and important Character of
Judges of all Greece, as their Title imports : for which End they
were carefully instructed in every Particular of their Duty by a Set of
Officers, called the Guardians of the Laws ; and attended daily in
the Gymnasium upon the preparatory Exercises of all those, who
were admitted to be Candidates for the Olympick Crown . These were
obliged to enter their Names at least ten Months before that Festi¬
val, and to employ Part , if not the whole , of that Time at Elis,
in exercising themselves ; as shall be set forth more fully in a follow¬
ing Section . This Time of Preparation was not more serviceable
to the Candidates than to the Hellanodicks themselves ; who were
by this Means furnished with frequent Opportunities of trying their
own Abilities , exerting their Authority , and Aiding, as it were, im¬
perceptibly into the Exercise of that Office, which , as it placed
them upon a Tribunal to which all Greece was subject, exposed them
at the same Time to the Observation and Scrutiny of a most awful
and innumerable Assembly, whose Censure they could not hope to
escape, but by the strictest and most exact Impartiality.
. But as there are other Requisites towards the obtaining the Cha¬
racter of a wife and impartial Judge , besides the Knowledge and
Practice of the; Laws , the Hellanodicks took all imaginable Precau¬
tions to keep their Judgments from any Biafs, by prohibiting any of
their Collegues from contending in the Equestrian Exercises ; by
making it a Law to themselves , not to open any of the recommenda¬
after the Contest
’
tory Letters brought to them by the Athletestill
was over ; and by laying themselves under the Obligation of an
Oath , to proceed according to the strictest Equity in those Cases,
wherein they were left to the Direction of their Consciences alone 6.
6 Pauf. L . v.
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This Oath was administered to them in the Senate House os the
Eleans, before the Statue of ‘Jupiter Horcius, upon their finishing the
Examination of the Boys, and the under-aged Horses, that offered
Reason of which
;
themselves to contend in the Olympick Stadium the
shall be assigned in another Place . That they were sworn also upon
their entering into Office is very probable , though not mentioned by
any Author . Another Check upon the Hellanodicks was the Li¬
berty allowed to any one who thought himself aggrieved , os appeal¬
Instance of which
;
ing from their Sentence to the Senate of Elis an
Eupolimus, an Elean, having been
is to be met with in Pausanias .
declared Victor in the Foot -Race by two of the three Hellanodicks,
who presided over that Exercise , and the third having given Sentence
in Favour of his Antagonist , Leon of Ambracia , Leon appealed to
the Senate of Elis, and accused the two Hellanodicks of Corruption.
It appears , however , that their Sentence was ratified by the Senate ;
since we find the Name of Eupolimus in the List of Conquerors , and
an Account in Pausanias of a Statue erected to him in Olympia.
Their allowing their Countrymen to dispute the Prize with those
of other Nations , was objected to the Eleans by a King of Ægypt 7,
to whom , in the Pride of their Integrity , they had sent an Embassy
to give an Account of the Olympick Games ; and to set forth the
consummate Equity of the Laws and Ordinances of that Institution.
That Monarch was persuaded they could never preserve their boasted
Impartiality , when the Glory of one os their own Countrymen
came into Competition with that of a Stranger ; and therefore ad¬
vised them to amend their Institution , by excluding all Eleans : but
they did not think fit to follow his Advice ; and assured themselves,
perhaps , that over and above the particular and private Obligations
of Conscience , Interest , and Honour , the Consideration of the greater
Glory , that would accrue to their Country from a disinterested and
universal Impartiality in their Awards , would more than coun¬
tervail the Advantages , whether publick or private , which might
7 Herodot . L . is.
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arise from the Victory or Renown of one of their Countrymen.
However they might reason, they most certainly acted well ; as may
be inferred no less from the concurrent Testimony , than from the
absolute Submission of all Greece to their Authority and Decrees.
The Direction and ordering of all Matters relating to the Olympick
Festival , the proclaiming the Cessation of Arms , the excluding from
the Sacrifices those, who had incurred the Penalty of Excommuni¬
cation by refusing to submit to their Censures ; the increasing or
diminifliing the Number of the Exercises, &c. belonged , as I ima¬
gine, to the Hellanodicks as well as the superintending the Games,
and bestowing the Olive Crown ; for I understand those Authors , who
attribute these Powers to the Eleans in general , to mean the Hellano¬
dicks, who were, for that Time and Occasion the Delegates and
Representatives of the Eleans.
This Power of excommunicating those who were refractory or
contumacious , which seems to have been exercised upon whole Na¬
tions , rather than particular Persons, gave the Hellanodicks great Dig¬
the
;
nity and Authority among the several People of Greece as
corporal Punishments and pecuniary Penalties inflicted by their Or¬
ders upon private Offenders , held even the greatest in dread of in¬
fringing the Olympick Laws ; and kept in Order that vast Assembly,
which was composed of Men of all Ranks and Degrees , and of
every-Region and Colony of Greece.
That the Hellanodicks, in the publick Execution of their Office,
were cloathed in Purple Robes , and carried in their Hands that
usual Ensign of Magistracy , a Wand , or Sceptre , seems very pro¬
bable , from several Passages collected by Faber, in his Agonijiicon s ;
who would infer , likewise, from some other Passages cited by him,
that they wore Crowns ; which I will not dispute any otherwise
than by observing , that from one of those Passages, which I have
quoted at the Beginning of this Section , it appears , that all the
Grecians who assisted at the Olympick Games , were adorned with
J Lib. i.
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Crowns , or Garlands ; and, I believe, that Ornament was generally
wore by all who attended at any publick Sacrifice.
The Hellanodicks took their Stations at different Parts of the Sta¬
dium. By
the Hellanodicks in this Place, I mean those Committees
of them , if I may so speak, who were appointed to superintend the
several Exercises 3 who were consequently obliged to attend them , in
those Parts of the Stadium where they were exhibited . The others, I
suppose, remained in their proper Place 9, over-against the Priestess of
Ceres. The senior Hellanodick had the Precedency of the rest.
I shall not detain the Reader with enumerating the subordinate Offi¬
cers j they will be occasionally introduced in the following Sections:
but shall proceed to exemplify the Authority of this high Tribunal,
and the Regard paid to it by all Greece, from one or two Instances
mentioned by the Historians.
The first I shall borrow from Pausanias io. Calippus, an Athenian,
having been convicted of corrupting with Money his Adversaries in the
Exercise of the Pentathlon, the Hellanodicks imposed a considerable
Fine upon each of the Offenders : the Athenians, being informed of
this Sentence, out of Regard to their Fellow Citizen deputed Hy~
perides, one of their greatest Orators, to go to the Eleans, and intreat
them to remit the Fine : but they were not to be moved, either by
the Rhetorickof Hyper ides or the Haughtiness of the Athenians who,
;
with great Disdain , refused to submit to the Decree, though for that
Refusal they were excluded the Olympick Games , still they were told
by the Delphick Oracle , that the God would not vouchsafe them any
Answer to their Inquiries , unless they paid the Penalty demanded by
the Eleans. The Athenians submitted , and the Eleans with the Mo¬
ney erected six Statues to Olympick Jupiter.
The next is taken out of Phucydides, and tho ' somewhat long,
tends to illustrate so many Particulars relating to my .Subject, that I
cannot forbear inserting it at large.
9 Pauf

. L . vi.

Lib, v.
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This Summer were celebrated the Olympick Games ; in which Androjihenes, the Arcadian, bore away the Prize for the first Time in
the Pancratium ; and the Lacedæmonians were by the Eleans excluded
the Festival ; and not permitted either to sacrifice or contend in the
Games , because they refused to pay the Penalty , which the E/eansi
agreeably to the Olympick Laws , had imposed upon them , for having
attacked a certain Castle named Pbyrcus, and put Soldiers into Lepreus
during the Olympick Truce . The Lacedæmonians on their part asserted,
by their Ambassadors, that they were condemned unjustly ; alledging,
that the Truce had not been notified in Sparta , at the Time of their
Eleans on the other hand pre¬
sending their Troops to Lepreus. The
tended, that the Truce had at that very Time taken place with them ;
that they always proclaim it first in their own Territories ; and that
having, under the Sanction of that Truce , laid down their Arms, and
expected no farther Hostilities, the Lacedæmonians had taken that Op¬
portunity to do them an Injury , as it were, by Stealth. In answer to
this, it was urged by the Lacedæmonians, that the Eleans, after they
had thought themselves injured by the Lacedæmonians, ought not to
have notified the Truce at all at Sparta j which nevertheless, as if
they had then no such Opinion of the Matter , they had done, after
which Notification the Lacedæmonians had not committed any Hosti¬
lities. But the Eleans still adhered to their Decree, and would never
be induced to own that the Lacedæmonians had done them no Wrong.
They offered, however , if they would deliver up Lepreus, to remit
their own Share of the Fine , and to lay down for them that Portion
of it which belonged to Jupiter . The Lacedæmonians not consenting
to this Proposal, the Eleans farther offered, that the Lacedæmonians
should not be obliged to deliver up Lepreus, contrary to their Inclina¬
tions, provided they would go up to the Altar of Olympian Jupiter ,
since they were so desirous of partaking in the Sacrifice, and there , in
she Presence of all the Greeks, swear that they would afterwards pay
the
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the Penalty imposed upon them . But neither to this Proposal would
the Lacedæmonians agree ; wherefore they were excluded the Festival,
the Sacrifices, and the Games ; and made the accustomed Offerings to
Olympian Jupiter in their own Territories, while all the other States
of Greece, except that of Lepreus, sent their Offerings by a solemn
Deputation to Olympia. The Eleans, however , fearing the Lacedæmo¬
nians might attempt by open Violence to perform their Sacrifices, kept
their young Men under Arms upon constant Guard ; to whose Assist¬
ance the City of Argos sent a thousand Soldiers, and Mantinæa ano¬
ther thousand ; there were also some Athenian Horse quartered in
Argos during the Festival.
There happened also another Circumstance, which put the whole
Assembly into a great Consternation , least the Lacedæmonians should
fall upon them . One Lichas, a Lacedæmonian, the Son of Arcefilaus,
was scourged publickly in the Stadium by the Officers appointed for
that Purpose ; because, his Chariot having obtained the Victory , and
having in the Proclamation of the Conquerors been declared to belong
to the Lhebansthe
(
Lacedæmonians being at that Time excluded the
Games ) he had entered the Stadium, and with his own Hand placed a
Chaplet on the Head of his Charioteer ; giving to understand by that
Action , that the Chariot belonged to him . Every Body therefore was
exceedingly alarmed ; and concluded that this Affair would have some
very extraordinary Consequence. The Lacedæmonians, however , kept
quiet ; and the Festival pasted over without any Disturbance.
I shall close this Section with an Observation, that arises naturally
from these two last cited Passages, viz. That the great Dignity and
Authority of the Hellanodicks was founded solely upon this Power of
Excommunication ; in the Exercise of which , however derived to
them at the Beginning, they were supported by the joint Concurrence
of the Gods, as well as of the Men of Greece. On the one hand we
behold the States of Athens, Argos, and Mantinea , sending Troops
"
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maintain their Sentence against the Lacedæmonians; and the Del -,
phick Oracle , on the other , refusing to give any Answers to the Athe¬
nians, till the Fine imposed by the Hellanodicks upon one of their
Citizens, was discharged. Thus were the two most powerfull and
martial States of Greece subjected, in their Turns , to the Authority of
a petty and unwarlike People ; which , possibly, we should have some
Difficulty to believe, were there not many modern Examples of migh¬
tier, if not wiser Nations , than either of the two above-mentioned,
having been awed into a Submission to a Power still more insignificant
than that of Elis, ' by the fame edgeless Arms, the fame brutum Fulmen.
Whether the Thunders of the Vatican were forged in Imitation of
those of Olympian Jupiter, I will not determine ; tho ’ I must take no¬
tice, that many of the Customs and Ordinances of the Roman Church
allude most evidently to many practised in the Olympick Stadium, as
Extreme Until ion, the Palm , and the Crown of Martyrs , and others;
which may be seen at large in Faber ’s Agonijlicon.
to
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sumptuous and magnificent soever may have been the
Sacrifices, and the Ceremonies of the Worship paid by the
Grecians to Oly?npian Jupiter, yet may we venture to conclude , that
the vast Concourse of People , who at the Time of that Festival usu¬
ally resorted to Olympia from all Parts of the World , was chiefly
owing to the Games , which always accompanied that Solemnity ;
and that by far the greater Number came more out of Curiosity than
Devotion . It is, at least, this Part of the Institution that makes
the most considerable Figure in the Histories and Antiquities of
Greece, and presents itself upon all Occasions principally , if not
kingly,
g
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singly, to our Minds ; while , like the Spectators of a triumphant
Procession, we look upon the Pomp of Sacrifice, the Herds of Vic¬
tims, the Train of Priests, and even the Gods themselves, as so
many Accompaniments only, and ornamental Parts of the Ceremony,
and turn our Eyes to the Conqueror , whose Glory and whose Victories
engross all our Thoughts and Attention . How just this Observation
may be, with regard to the ancient Greeks, I will not here determine ;
but among the Moderns , I believe, there are very few, and those
Men of Learning only , who either think or know any Thing of the
Religious Part of this Institution ; which , for that Reason probably , is
now never mentioned under any other Title but that of the Olympick
Games. The
remaining Part , therefore , of this Dijfertation shall be
wholly taken up with an Inquiry into the Nature , Laws , &c. of
those Games ; in which if, for Want of Materials , I should not be
able to give the Reader all the Satisfaction he may expect to find, yet
enough , I hope , will be said, to give him a juster Idea of these fa¬
mous Games , than he may hitherto have conceived ; to lesten
his Contempt , at least, if not excite his Admiration , for a Set of
Conquerors , whom their Countrymen thought worthy of great Ho¬
nours and Immunities ; and to shew, that even in the Institution of
these Sports, which seems at first Sight to have been calculated only
for the Amusement of the Vulgar , a judicious Observer may discover
many Strokes of that Civil Wisdom and Policy , which we have been
taught to look for among the Philosophers and Law -givers of
Greece.
Before I enter upon this Inquiry into the Games , it will be ne¬
cessary to mention a few Particulars relating to the Place in which
they were exhibited . This , by the Greeks, was named the Stadium ;
a Word , signifying a Measure of Length consisting of somewhat
above an hundred EngUJh Paces 1; which being equal to the Space of
Ground allotted for the Foot Race , the Course was from thence called
1See Arbuthnot’s Tables
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the Stadium, and the Racers were named Stadieis, or Stadiodromi. The
Eleans, indeed , pretended, that the Stadium at Olympia was measured
by the Foot of Hercules, which being longer than that of an ordinary
Man , made their Stadium longer than any other in the fame Pro¬
portion.
Pausanias 2 informs us, that the Olympick Stadium was a Terrace
composed of Earth ; on one Side of which was the Seat of the Hellanodicks, and over- against them on the other was an Altar of white
Marble , upon which the Priestess of Ceres Chamyne, and some Vir¬
gins, had the Priviledge to sit and view the Games . At the farther
End of the Stadium was the Barrier, whence those who ran the sim¬
ple Foot- Race began their Course; and there, according to the Tra¬
dition of the Eleans, was the Tomb of Endymion.
These are all the Particulars concerning the Olympick Stadium,
that are to be found in Pausanias for
;
what follows in the Passage just
quoted , relates only to the Horse Course, and shall be produced
when I come to speak of the Horse Races . But, to assist the Read¬
er in forming a more perfect Judgment of the Stadium, than the
foregoing Account , taken from Pausanias , can enable him to make,
I shall add, from Wheeler ’s sravels, a Description of the Remains
of that at At hens-i which was built by Her odes Atticus : The
"
Fi" gure ( fays he ) and Bigness of this Stadium continue , although the
" Degrees [Steps] be all taken away . It is along Place, with two
" parallel Sides, closed up circularly at the East End , and open to“ wards the other End ; and is about one hundred twenty - five Geo“ metrical Paces long, and twenty -six or twenty - seven broad , which
“ gave it the Name of a Stadium, that Length being the ordinary
" Measure among the Greeks ; eight of which made a Roman Mile.
“ Mr Vernon measuring it exactly , found it to be six hundred and
thirty Englijh Feet long ; and a just Stadium is six hundred and
“ twenty - five Feet of Athenian Measure ; which , it seems, was but
2 Lib . vi.

Z- .
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c‘ very little bigger than the English, but lesser than the French Foot.
Pausanias comes to speak of this Place , he tells his Readers,
Ct When
“ that they would hardly believe what he was about to tell them , it
to all those that did see it in ancient Times ; and
tf being a Wonder
“ of that Bigness, that one would judge it a Mountain of white Mar“ hie, upon the Banks of the River Ilijfus. It was Herodes Atticus,
to do
tc one of the richest Citizens Athens ever had , that built it :
“ which he consumed much of the Marble of Mount Pentelicus ;
" which now being either all carried away , or buried in the Ruins
“ of the Place , it looks now only like a great and high Bulwark cast
" up in that Form . At the End towards Ilijfus, there appears yet
" some Stone Work ; the rest is now but a Stadium of Earth above
" Ground .”
Tho ’ the Olympick Stadium does not appear to have been so splen¬
did as this of Athens, or another at Delphi, built likewise of Marble
by the same magnificent Citizen of Athens, yet we may suppose they
were all formed upon the same Model , as they were all destined to
the same Use. In the Stadium were exhibited those Games , which
are properly called Gymnastick.
At either End of the Course stood a Pillar , the Use of which it
may be proper to explain ; as also to take Notice of the several Ap¬
pellations by which these Parts of the Stadium were distinguished,
viz. the Barrier and the Goal ; at one of which the Race began, and
was finished at the other : but this must be understood only of the
afterwards (in
;
simple Foot Race, or that instituted by Iphitus for
the 14th Olympiad) as Men grew more exercised, and the Reputation
of these Games increased, the Diaulus was added . This was also a
Foot Race , whose Course was double the former ; that is, two
Stadiums, as the Word implies . They who ran the Diaulus ,
therefore , or double Stadium, turned round the Pillar erected for that
Purpose at the End of the Stadium, and returned to the Barriers
where they finished their Race.
The
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The Barrier was at first marked with a strait Tine , traced along
the Ground from one Side of the Stadium to the other : by this Line
were drawn up in a Row all the Racers , and from thence they began
their Race ; from which Custom the Barrier , or Starting Place , was
Word is also used to fignify the
-called Gramme, or the Line. This
■End or Termination of the Course ; and in fact, the Diaulus, and
Line z
•all the other Races , except the simple Foot Race, ended at this
which , I suppose, is the true Reason of this Usage of the Word
of
Gramme. The fame may be said with regard to the other Names
Senses.
both
in
the Barrier and Stadium, which are likewise used
In Process of Time a Cord was made use of, either conjointly with
the Line or Gramme, or, instead of it, to restrain the Impatience of
the Racers , and keep them from pressing forwards one before an¬
other . This Cord , which was stretched across the Stadium, at the
Signal given was let fall at once, and at the fame Instant the Racers
started from this Cord , called uinr^ or vcnrXyyt; in Greek, from the
Resemblance between the Noise made by the sudden falling of the
Cord , and the Crack of a Whip , which is the primary Signification
the Barrier received another Name.
of
The other Extremity of the Stadium had also different Appella¬
tions , with whose Etymologies I shall not trouble the Reader . It is
sufficient to observe, that both the Names and their Etymologies arofe from the different Views in which the End of the Stadium was
considered . To those who ran the smple Foot Race it was the End
and Termination of the Course in all the other Races : the Racers
turned at this End of the Stadium round a Pillar , in order to return
to the Barrier , where the Diaulodromi, or those who ran the Diau¬
in the Race
lus, ended their Race : but the Dolichoiromi, or Runners
called Dolichos, or the Long Course, when they came to the Barrier,
turned again round the Pillar erected at that End also, in order to
continue their Course , which consisted of many Diauli, or Doublings,
. It is pro¬
of the Stadium, as shall be more fully explained hereafter
per, however , to take Notice of one of the Names given to this Ex* tremity

.' I
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from the Explanation of it in Pol¬
;
tremity of the Stadium because
lux we learn, that the Exercises of the Pentathlon were performed
In this Part , which was called Bater.
Having now produced all the Particulars relating to the Place in
which the Gymnastick Exercises were performed , that I could col¬
lect, or that appeared necessary for the better understanding what is
to follow ; I (hall , in the next Place , proceed to give a distinct Ac¬
count of those several Exercises : of which I {hall treat in the Order
in which they were introduced into the Olympick Stadium.
SECTION
Of

VII.

the Foot Races.

T HE

Par¬
so many
into
us
let
hath
Stadium
the
of
Description
ticulars of the Foot Race , that I {hall add very little upon that
Head , besides an Enumeration of the several Kinds of Foot Races,
and the Laws and Rules observed by the Competitors in that Ex¬
ercise.
The first, and indeed the only Exercise revived by Iphitusi was
the Jimple Foot Race, named the Stadium , from the Length of the
Course, as has already been observed. Corœbus the Elean stands at
the Head of the List of Conquerors in this Exercise ; and from them
were the Olympiads most commonly denominated ; for after the Greeks
had taken up the Custom of dating historical Events from the Olym¬
piads, they seldom failed, together with the Number of the Olympiad,
to cite the Name of the Conqueror : thus , for Example , to denote the
precise Time of the Battle of 'Thermopylæ, they would have told us,
that it happened in the first Year of the 75th Olympiads Scamander
of Mitylene being Conqueror in the Stadium, or Jimple Foot Race ;
which is always signified by that Word in the List of Olympick Con¬
querors . The Number of the Olympiad was sometimes omitted , and
I
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the Olympiad distinguished by no other Mark than the Name of the
Conqueror . A sufficient Evidence of the great Notice which all
the different People of Greece were supposed to take of those Victo¬
ries ; and an Honour so much the more flattering to the Conquerors,
as he was assured it would not only be diffused over all the Parts of
the known World , and cited upon many publick Occasions, but de¬
livered down to the latest Posterity in the Records and Annals of
Chronologists and Historians . This honorary Distinction , thus ap¬
propriated to the Victors in the Stadium, was undoubtedly owing at
first to the Want of Rivals to dispute it with them ; and continued
to them afterwards out of respect to the Antiquity and Seniority os
that Exercise : tho ’ their Victories were obtained with less Pains, and
consequently with less Merit , than those in almost any of the other
Games.
In the 14th Olympiad was added the Diaulus , or double Stadium,
which I have explained above ; and in the next Olympiad the Dolichus, or Long Course. In the two former Exercises Fleetness, or
Agility , seems to be the only Quality requisite for obtaining the
Crown ; but in this Exercise, whose Course consisted of seven, or
those different Measures
twelve , or even of twenty -four Stadia for(
are assigned to the Dolichus by different Authors 1) besides Agility and
Swiftness, a great Strength of Body and a long Wind was necessary
for the holding out through so long a Course : besides, as the Dolichodromi were obliged to make many short Turnings round the Pil¬
lars erected at each End of the Stadium, the Labour of the Race was
considerably increased, and the Activity and Skill of the Racer put to
more frequent and severer Trials than in the two former Races . But
notwithstanding the Length of this Course, and the Swiftness neces¬
sary to gain the Victory in the other two, there are Instances of Peo¬
ple, in whom the two Qualities of Agility and Strength , but seldom
found together , were yet so eminent as to enable them to obtain the
1Potter’s Antiq. and Cælius Rhod.
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Crown in all the three Races in one and the fame Day . Of this.
the
;
Number were Polites of Ceramus, and Leonidas of Rhodes2 but
latter was by far the most remarkable , having obtained this triple
Victory for four Olympiads together , and distinguished himself from
the whole List of Conquerors by the Gain of twelve Olympick
Crowns.
From a Passage of Paufanias 3 relating to the former of these two
Conquerors it appears, that the Racers did not start altogether , but
that they run in Classes, or Divisions, to which they were appointed
by Lot ; and the Victors in each Division ran afterwards together for
the Prize ; and this Custom seems, by the last Words of the Sen¬
in¬
tence , to be confined to the Stadium, or simple Foot Race. And
Eleans
the
Wonder
no
is
it
deed, that Course was so short, that
judged it proper , upon that Occasion, to multiply a little the Labour
of the Competitors j especially when they were sure to augment , in
the same proportion , both the Glory of the Victor and the Pleasure
of the Spectators . There is another Particular relating to the simple
Foot Race, intimated in a Passage of Fhemifiius, cited by Faber 4,
which the Passage just now quoted from Paufanias will help us to
understand . It seems to have been this : the Racers having been dis¬
tributed by Lot into several Classes, two of those Classes started at
the fame Time , and run on different Sides of the Stadium, which
was divided into two Roads , or Courses, by the Pillars erected at each
End . This Conjecture , for it is no better , is rendered more pro¬
bable by the following Words of Statins , Fhebais, L . vi. wherein it is
said, that Idas in the Race having laid hold of his Antagonist Par thenopœus by the Hair, and pulled him back as he was just coming
into the Goal before him , the Victory was adjudged to neither , but
the Competitors were obliged to run the Race over again ; and in
order to prevent the like Fraud a second Time , they were appointed
to run on different Sides of the Course.
1Paus. L, vi, c. 13.

1L. vi.

+ Agon. L. ii. c. 34.
Fur
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Furit undique clamor
Dijfonus ; ambiguumque senis ciinclatur Adrajli
Confilium: tandem ipfe refers , Compefcite litem,
O Pueri ; virtus iterum tentanda , fed ite
Limite non uno : latus hoc concediiur Ida :
In diversa tene. Fraus curfibus omnis abejlo.
were ce¬
As the Olympick Games were a very solemn Festival , and

Man
lebrated only every fifth Year ; and as almost every single
of an
throughout Greece was ambitious of obtaining the Honour
of Com¬
Olympick Crown , it is reasonable to suppose that the Number
in
petitors in every kind of Exercise was very considerable, especially
put
lightest of them all. And this might
;
the simple Foot-Race the
first of
the Eleans upon the two above -mentioned Methods ; by the
Croud
which the Confusion and other Inconveniences arising from a
of People running all together in a narrow Space were prevented;
a
and by the second some Fime was saved, which they were under
only
Necessity of husoanding as much as possible, considering that
Contest
five Days were allottedjbr the Games ; in some of which the
as the
,
might often happen to be drawn out into a great Length
a great
previous Apparatus to each of them must needs have taken up
deal of Time.
Sta¬
Tho ’ the Decision of Adraftus, in the above-cited Verses of
Olym¬
tins, may seem reasonable and just , yet had any Racer in the
as
pick Stadium been guilty of such a piece of foul Play , or Fraud
the
run
to
Statius denominates it, for which Idas was sentenced
Race over again , he would not have escaped with so light a Censure
Crown would
from the severer Justice of the Hellanodicks. The
have
have been adjudged to his Antagonist , and he, perhaps , would
the
been publickly scourged in the Stadium, for having infringed
, all kinds
Olympick Laws ; which prohibited , under severe Penalties
present
of Fraud and unfair Dealing . And to come home to the
Point , the Competitors in the Foot Races were restrained expresty
from
h
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from laying hold of the Hair , or any Part of the Body ; from
tripping , or even pushing one another aside, as we are told by 'fully
and Luclan s.
The Competitors for the Crown in these Exercises (as also in all
the Gymnastick Conflicts) contended naked , Phucydides informs us 6,
that anciently it was the Custom in the Olympick Games for all the
Athletes to wear a fort of Scarf about their Middle ; but that it was
left off a little before his Time : for so the common Reading implies,
which Hudson 7 has altered in order to reconcile fhucydides with the
many other Authors , who affirm, that the Scarf was laid aside
even so early as the 14th Olympiad, some hundred Years before the
Time mentioned by fhucydides.
Eujlathius , in his Comment upon Homer's II. T . relates the Acci¬
dent that gave occasion to the laying aside the Scarf. In the 14th
Olympiad, one Orjippus a Racer happened to be thrown down by
his Scarf tangling about his Feet , and was killed ; though others fay,
that he only lost the Victory by that Fall ; but which ever way it
was , occasion was taken from thence to make a Law , that all the
Athletes for the future should contend naked . This Fact is differently
told by Paufanias, who fays, that Orjippus obtained the Victory ;
and that he is persuaded the Scarf was designedly thrown off by OrJifpus, who could not be ignorant that a Man was more light and
disencumber’d without a Scarf than with one ; Pans. L . i. c. 24.
And this Account agrees best with an old Epigram upon Orsppus,
quoted by the Scholiast upon Pbucyd. L . i. Sect. 6. Ed . Wajj'e.
We are informed by Pollux 8, that the Racers had Sandals, or
short Buskins upon their Feet.
In the 65th Olympiad »the Race of Armed Men was added to the
Olympick Games : an Exercise ( says Paufanias) that was judged very
s Offic. L . iii. ThprS pi fxXvfmrcvea
'.
6 Thucyd . L . i. c. 6. Edit. Waste,

7 See Note ibid.
8 Ononast. L . iii.
c. 30.
9 Paus. L . v.

proper
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proper for military Men . This differed in nothing from the Sta¬
dium, or smple Foot- Race, but that the Competitors ran in Armour ;
for which Purpose there were five and twenty Brass Bucklers kept in
a Temple at Olympia : the other Pieces of Armour which they car¬
ried in this Race were a Helmet and Buskins, as may be inferred
from Pausanias ’s 10 Description of the Statue of Damaretus, who
gained the first Victory in this Kind of Race . The same Author
tells us, at the same Time that he describes the Statue of this Victor,
dressed up in these Pieces of Armour , that in process of Time the
Eleans, as well as the other Greeks, abolished this Custom of running
in Armour . I cannot find when this happened , nor when the
Custom of running the Diaulus, or double Stadium in Armour, was
first introduced . Paufanias 11 makes mention of one Mnejibulus,
who gained the Victory in this Exercise in the 235th Olympiad.
Having now gone through the several Particulars of the FootRaces, I shall close this Section with a Translation of a Greek Epi¬
gram , taken out of the Anthologia in
;
which the Hyperbole made
use of by the Poet to raise an Idea of the Swiftness of the Victor,
whom he celebrates, is, in my Opinion , much prettier , and more
uncommon , than the celebrated one of Virgil upon Camilla. It is
necessary for the Reader to know , that Arias the
(
Person celebrated
in this Epigram ) was of Tarsus, a City in Cilicia, founded originally
by Perseus, who in old Fables is represented as having had Wings
upon his Feet.
On Arias

of

Tarsus, VtBor in

The Speed of Arias, Victor in
Brings to thy Founder lz, Tarsus,
For able in the Course with Him
Like Him he seems on feather ’d
10

L. vi. c, 10.

11

Stadium.

the Race,
no Disgrace :
to vie,
Feet to fly.

L . x. c. 34.
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The Barrier when he quits , the dazzled Sight
In vain essays to catch him in his Flight.
Lost is the Racer thro ’ the whole Career,
’Till Victor at the Gaol he re- appear.
SECTION

VIII.

Of the Palet or Wrestling.

T HE

Sta¬
Olympick
the
into
Wrestlers were first introduced
in the 18 th Olympiad, and Eurybatus a Spartan was the
first who received the Wrestler ’s Crown.
Pheseus1is reported to have been the first who reduced Wrestling into
a Science. The Rules laid down by that Hero for attaining to a
Perfection in this Science are, I believe, unknown : but there are
still to be found in those Writers who treat of Gymnastick Exercises,
many Parts or Divisions of the Pale, or Art of Wrestling ; by
which it will appear to what a Degree it was cultivated by the An¬
cients . Some of these I shall take notice of in the following Account.
But in the first Place I must observe, that as I am writing to an
Engli/h Reader, a great deal of Time and Trouble may be spared
upon this Head , so little does the Wrestling used among the Ancients
seem to differ from that now practised in most Parts of England ; in
some of which , I will be bold to fay, there are Champions who
would have made no indifferent Figure in the Olympick Stadium.
The most remarkable Difference between the ancient and modern
Practice is, that the ancient Wrestlers contended naked , and that
their Bodies were rubbed all over with Oil, or with a certain Oint¬
ment 2 composed of a due Proportion of Oil, Wax , and Dust , mixed
Unctions were, as
up together , which they called Ceroma. These
dium

1 Burette x Mem. sur

1Plut, in Thes,
2
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some say, peculiar to the Wrestlers and Pancratiasts , whose Combats

were thereby rendered more toilsome and various ; while each Com¬
batant endeavoured to seize upon the other , whose Efforts to escape
or break the Hold of his Antagonist were assisted by the Slipperinefs,
as well as the Force and Agility of his Body.
But , in order to qualify a little this extreme Lubricity of the Skin,
occasioned by these Unctions , the Athletes were accustomed before
they came to an Engagement , either to roll themselves in the Mud
which some People derive the Words Pale
(
of the Palæstra, from
and Palæstra 4) or in the Sand, kept for that Purpose in a Place called
Kovtffyev, or that with which the Place of Combat seems to have
been covered, as well for the Use just now mentioned , as to prevent
theCombatants from bruising or injuring themselves in falling ; which,
were it not for this Bed or Covering of Sand, they would be liable to
do. However that be, it is so certain that the Athletes who were
anointed , were always, before they engaged, sprinkled with Dust or
Sand 5, that to say an Athlete gained a Victory (dzoviTi) or without
being so sprinkled , was the fame Thing as to fay he gained a Victory
without engaging ; which sometimes happened , when , either from
the great Reputation of the Champion , or other Reasons, none
appeared to encounter with him . This Office of anointing and
sprinkling the Combatants with Sand, was sometimes performed by
themselves to one another ; and sometimes by the Officers of the Palæ¬
stra, called from thence Aliftce, or Anointers. It is to be observed, that
all Sorts of Sand were not equally proper for this Use ; since Leonatus, one of Alexander's Generals 6, was, in all the Marches of the
Army , followed by Camels loaded with Sand, which he had caused
to be brought from Ægypt for his own Use.
After the Wrestlers were thus prepared for the Engagement , they
were matched by the Judges or Presidents of the Games in the fol¬
lowing Manner:
5Lucian. de Gymn.
* viz . from

iWhU,

which signifies Mud -

5See Burr. x Mem. fur
6 Plut . in Alex,

Jes
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Into a Silver Urn , consecrated to ‘Jupiter 7, and brought forth upon
this Occasion, were cast so many Lots or Dice , about the Bigness of
a Bean, as answered to the Number of the Competitors . These Lots
were all marked with Letters ; as for Example , upon two of them
was written the Letter A , B upon two other , and so on in an alpha¬
betical Order ; if the Number of Combatants required more , there
were always two Lots marked with the fame Letter . This being
done the Athletes approached in Order , and invoking Jupiter , put
their Hands into the Urn , and drew out each his Lot : to prevent
all Fraud , an Officer appointed for that Purpose attended upon every
one as he came to draw , and held up his Hand before him , to hinder
his seeing the Letters written upon the Lot . When every one
had drawn , the Alytarches, or one of the Presidents of the Games,
going round to every Athlete in Order as they stood, inspected the
Lots . And thus the Two , whose Lots were both marked with the
same Letter , as with A or B, were by him matched and appointed
to engage with each other . This was the Cafe when the Number
of the Combatants was even, as Four , Eight , Twelve ; but when
the Number was odd, as Five , Seven, Nine , &c. there was put
into the Urn , together with the duplicate Lots , an odd one marked
with a Letter , to which there was none that corresponded . The Ath¬
lete who was fortunate enough to obtain this Lot , was named Ephedrus, was to wait ’till the others had contended , and was then to
take up one of the Conquerors . This , as Lucian observes, was a very
considerable Advantage ; as the Champion , who by virtue of his Lot
was to wait ’till the others had contended , and then engage with one
of the Conquerors , came fresh and vigorous to the Encounter , against
an Adversary, animated indeed and flushed with Conquest , but shat¬
tered and exhausted in obtaining it.
This was the Method of matching the Wrestlers and Pancratiasts;
and for this Piece of History we are indebted to Lucian alone , no
other ancient Author having said any Thing upon that Subject . It is
7 Lucian in Hermotimo.
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to be wished that he had gone on a little further , and told us what
was done after the first Set had finished their Combats ; with whom
was the Ephedrus, or odd Man , to engage : for if the Number of Com¬
batants amounted at first to more than Four , it is evident there would
be again the fame Necessity for matching the Conquerors as there was
at first : and I doubt not but the fame Method was observed, and re¬

peated as often as Occasion required , till the Competitors were reduced
to Two , one of which was finally proclaimed the Conqueror . This
appears a much more natural Solution of the Difficulty than any other
hinted at by Monf . Burette 8, and may be farther supported by the
Consideration , that the Advantages accruing to the Athlete, named
Ephedrus, were by this Method rendered less unequal. For if the
Combatants were to be matched , and the Lots to be drawn more
than once (which must have often been the Cafe) he might in the
second Sortition , in which undoubtedly he was included with his An¬
tagonists, lose the Advantage he had acquired in the former ; and the
lucky Lot might fall to the Share of one who had already been engaged,
and who might stand in need of the Respite thus allowed him by his
good Fortune.
The Wrestlers being thus matched proceeded to the Combat , in
which the Victory was adjudged to him who gave his Adversary three
is evident, I think, from the famous Epigram upon Milo
;
Falls as
which I intend to produce at the End of this Section
If one of the Combatants in falling drew his Antagonist with him , the
Contest began afressi, or was rather continued upon the Ground , un¬
til one getting uppermost constrained his Adversary to yield the Victory.
This Combat was called Anaclinopale, and seems not so much to be a
distinct Species from, as a Modification of the Paid ,- or an accidental,
or perhaps artificial Variation of the Battle : for he who found himself
8 2 Mem. sur
9 See Men

les

Athletes.

{. Burette,

fame Opinion.

who

10

is not

of the
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perdiditpabnam.

; Lufiator
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Danger of being thrown , had sometimes Recourse to this Stratagem
of dragging his Adversary with him , and trying upon the Ground a
Combat in which he thought himself better qualified to succeed. How¬
ever, those Authors who have written upon the Pale, have made this a
distinct Exercise ; and it is not unlikely but it may have been treated
as such in the Gymnajia, or Schools of Exercise ; where there were
Masters, whose Business it was to give their Scholars distinct Lessons
in every Branch of the Science they professed to teach : from which
Custom one may very well account for the many Divisions and Subdi¬
visions of the Pale, and other Gymnastick Exercises, of which modern
Writers have made so many distinct Species. Of this Kind in all like¬
named , because the Combatants,
;
lihood was the Acrocheirifmusso
during this Part of their Engagement , held one another only by the
Fingers , without seizing on any Part of the Body. This has been
reckoned a distinct Exercise, and another Division of the Pale tho ’,
as Mons. Burette very well observes, it seems rather to have been the
Prelude of the Combat in which the Antagonists made Trial of each
other ’s Strength, or endeavoured , perhaps, by seizing each other ’s
Hands , mutually to prevent one another from taking a firmer and more
advantageous Hold.
Pausanias , in his sixth Book ” , makes mention of a Statue erected
at Olympia to one Leontifcus a Wrestler , who was not so fkilfull at
throwing his Adversaries, as successfull in extorting the Victory from
them by squeezing or breaking their Fingers . This Method of con¬
one Sojlratus, with
”,
quering was also practised in the Pancratium by
so much Success, that he gained from it the Surname of Acrochersites.
What has been related of Leontifcus is a clear Proof of what I observed
before, namely, that the Acrocheirifmus was not a distinct Species of
the Pale, or Wrestling.

in
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The Champion who distinguished himself the most in this Exercise,
was Milo of Crotona, who gained no less than six Olympick, and as
many Pythian Crowns . There are so many Instances of the prodi¬
gious Strength of this famous Wrestler , and most of them so well
known , that it would be endless and impertinent to cite them all : but
I cannot forbear producing one, as remarkable for the Singularity as
the Issue of the Experiment.
This Milo T3, to give a Proof of his astonishing Force , was wont to
take a Pomegranate, which , without squeezing or breaking it, he
held so fast by the meer Strength of his Fingers, that no body was
able to take it from him ; no body but his Mistress, fays /Elian ,4.
But however weak he may have been with regard to the Fair Sex, his
superior Force was universally acknowledged by the Men , as will ap¬
pear by the following Epigram :
On

the Wrestler.

Milo

When none adventur ’d, in th ' Olympick Sand
The Might of boist’rous Milo to withstand >
Th ’ unrivall'd Chief advanc’d to seize the Crown,
But ’mid his Triumph slip’d unwary down.
The People shouted, and forbade bestow
The Wreath on him, who fell without a Foe.
But rising, in the midst he stood, and cry’d,
Do not Three Falls the Victory decide ?
Fortune indeed hath giv’n me One, but who
Will undertake to throw me th ’ other Two ?
•3Paus,L. vi. c. 14.

14

1

Æl. L. ii. c, 24.
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of which the Pentathlon was composed : though I think it is

very clear, from some Epigrams in the Anthologia J, that it consisted of

heaping, Running, Quoiting, Darting , and Wrestling. For it is agreed
that the Pentathlon is intended to be described in that Verse *, said to be
written by Sitnonides, where these five Exercises are enumerated , ac¬
cording to the Order in which I have placed them . Yet notwith¬
standing so venerable an Authority , some Authors * have substituted
the Combat of the Castus instead of Darting ; and others pretend, that
by the Word Pentathlon no more is to be understood than a Game , or
Trial of Skill, consisting of Five, and of any Five Exercises. Upon
what Authorities these latter found their Assertion I cannot tell, but
this I am sure of, that the Combat of the Castus could never have
been originally of that Number ; because the First Victor in the Pen¬
tathlon was a Spartan 4, whose Laws would not have allowed him to
engage in the Combats of the Castus. I will not lay that the Pentath¬
, because we
lon consisted always of the five Exercises abovementioned
the Cleans from Time to Time made fre¬
§,
read in Paufanias that
quent Changes in the Olympick Games . There may therefore have
been some Foundation for these various Accounts of the Pentathlon,
which may have been different at different Times ; but as that which
I have given of it seems to be founded upon the best Authorities , I
shall keep to it, without entering for the present into a Description of
1Anthol. L. i. c. r. Epi. viii. and E. »» C. i. Ep. vii.
. 1. C. 21.
*Potter’s Anti(J. VOl
a, Kai TJvfloi Atotpuv o m°f irtxx
*icfOfXi
5Lib. V.
4 Plut. in Apoth,
Jjris:A'!;i>.
'/»7a:
)"Ajc
'j Aissxt,v
'KEiri
riooi
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any other Exercises , besides the Five abovemention ’d, viz . Leaping ,
Running , Quoiting , Darting, and Wrestling.
Two of these , namely Running and Wrestling, have already been
very fully explained ; I shall therefore only observe upon the former of
these Two , that I suppose the Race in the Pentathlon was of the
same Length with the Stadium, or Jimple Foot- Race, and regulated
by the fame Laws . We must carry this Observation also to the
Wrestling, which , I suppose, was under the same Regulations with the
stmple PaU, or Wrestling, treated of in the preceding Section.
Jn the Exercise of Leaping, wherein the Competitors endeavoured
to leap beyond one another in Length (for I do not find that the
Height of the Leap was taken into the Account ) the Athletes carried
in their Hands Pieces of Lead , or some other Metal 6, made in the
Form of a Half Circle , not exactly round , but inclining to an Oval , In
these there was a Place made for the Fingers to pass through , in the
fame Manner as through the Handle of a Shield ; and with these
Weights called AAt^ sj, (Halteres) the Athletes were accustomed to
poize their Bodies , and swing themselves forward in the Leap. And
to lay Truth , they had need of some Assistance , to enable them to
perform any Thing like what is related of Phallus of Crotona 7, whose
same Thing
Leap is said to have been two and fifty Feet longThe
is said of Chionis the Spartan.
The Quoit, or Discus, was , according to some Authors , of various
.
Sizes and Figures j though that called the Dijck oflphitus, mentioned
by Paufanias s, seems , by what he fays of the Manner in which the
Inscription upon it was written , to have been circular ; as were those
described by Lucian, in his Dialogue concerning the Gymnastick Ex¬
ercises. “ You took Notice ( fays Solon to Anacharsts, the other Interby Eujlathius; ad Hom. Odyff. S>.

4 Pans. L . v. c. 26.
1 CJiympion. Avayjayij,

nhr* 9r

* Five and fifty, according to the sollowing Inscription under his Statue, cited

i2

£vT*)X«iTfc Tred'a ;

7
Aiazivatv c’ tKchTOt

Wotvho;

'*t
[A,syu
?\Si7rc
<z7rG

S Lib. v.

locutor
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locutor in this Dialogue) " of a great Lump of Brass round and smooth],
" resembling a small Shield, but without a Handle or Thong . You
" tried it too, and found it very weighty , and difficult to be taken up,
" by reason of its Smoothness. This Mass the Athletes throw into the
" Air as far as they are able, and endeavour with great Eagerness and
" Emulation to surpass each other in the Length of the Cast.”
Here we have not only a Description of the Disck, or ^uoit, the
Manner of the Contest, and the Laws and Conditions of the Victory,
but a Proof also, that all the Competitors made use of one and the
same Disck. This is confirmed by the Testimonies of Homer 10,
Ovid", and Statins ia, who mention but one Disck in their Descriptions
of this Game , in Contradiction to the pretended Authority of a Medal
of the Emperor M . Aurelius ; upon whose Reverse are represented
four Discoboli, with each his Disck, and some of them with two . The
Dscks also in this Medal are of a different Figure from that described
above, and are perforated in the Middle ; which explains what some
Authors ' 3 tell us, of a Hmig used sometimes by the Athletes in throw¬
ing the Disck. And perhaps there were different Sorts of Dscks made
use of by the Greeks and Romans since
;
Ovid, I observe, calls it latum
discumi the broad Disck, an Epithet that agrees very well with its
Appearance upon the Medal . In the Greek Writers it is generally re¬
presented to be round or globular, or rather approaching to the Figure
of a Lens, and extremely heavy.
The Disck was likewise composed of different Materials ’4, as Iron*
Brass, Stone, and sometimes even of Wood ; and was thrown under¬
handed, much in the same Manner as the Quoit is amongst us ; from
which , however, it differed greatly both in Weight and Figure , as
has been already ffiewn. Neither did the Discoboli aim their Isuoit at
any particular Mark , as is the Custom with us ; their whole Endea10
11

OdyfT
. L. viii.
11 Met. L. X.
Comment
, upon Homer and
Theb. L. vi.
loc. cit.
See Potter’sAr.tiq. vol. i. c. 21, and
1+ Pind. Pyth. Ode 1.

”

"

Ovid,

in

vours:
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vours were to throw beyond one another , and he who threwfarthest , obtained the Victory.
The fame Thing was also observed in the Exercise of Darting, in
which the Victory was awarded to him who threw his staveline far¬
ther than the rest of his Antagonists . It appears, however , from a
Passage in the Scholiast, upon the Seventh Nemean Ode of Pindar r4,
that there were certain , Limits or Boundaries prescribed, beyond
which it was a Forfeiture of the Prize for an Athlete to cast his staveto this Custom Pindar himself has frequent Allusions..
;
line and
The staveline was sometimes thrown with the bare Hand , and some¬
times with the Help of a Thong , wound round the middle.
From some Terms appropriated to that Part of the Stadium inc
which the Pentathlon was exhibited , may be collected some Circum¬
stances relating to the three Exercises last described. One of these.
) which seems to have been a low Step,
(
Terms is Pater Bcmjg
from whence the Leapers took their Ristng. Bat er was also used to
signify the Beginning of the Scamma, another Term denoting the
Word.
Area marked out for the Exercises of the Pentathlctes. The
this Area, as I
;
Scamma properly signifies a Ditch or 'Trenchand
conjecture , was formed by two parallel Trenches drawn from* the
Baler or Step abovementioned into a sufficient Length, to serve as
Boundaries or Limits , within which the Pentathletes were obliged to
which if they trans¬
;
leap and to throw the Difck and stavelineand
gressed, by leaping or casting the Difck or staveline over either of
them , they forfeited their Pretensions to the Victory . This will ex¬
plain the Passage above-cited from the Scholiast of Pindar , as well as
many Expressions in other Greek Writers , who speak of leaping,
, Trench
shooting, darting, &c. over the Scamma, or TK’strxdppivu
by,'
.used
Terma,
Word
the
if
,
Indeed
.
Fault
a
as
,
or Trenches
, be taken literally to
Pindar in the Passage referred to by his Scholiast
signify the End or Termination , it will lead us to suppose, there , was
‘4 Verse
j

104th

..

another.
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another drench, drawn across at the End from one Parallel to the
>other ; or rather several ‘Trenches, as so many Marks or Limits for
the Leapers , Darters, and Discoboli, which in their respective Con¬
tests they were required not to over-pass. But as the Fear of over¬
passing these Marks or Limits must check them in their Endeavours
to out- go each other , upon which the Victory depended , I am ra¬
ther inclined to think that Pindar has used the Word Terma impro¬
perly , and that the Two Side- Trenches were the only Limits which
the Pentathletes were forbidden to transgress. But this I submit to
better Judgments.
The Exercise of Leaping in the Pentathlon was accompanied by
Flutes , playing Pythian Airs , as Paufanias informs us. Whence
this Custom was derived I cannot fay. And the Reason assigned for
it by that Author , which is certainly not the true one, may induce
us to think , that in this Matter the Ancients were as ignorant as we.
The Candidates in the Pentathlon, as well as those in all the other
Gymnajlick Exercises, contended naked, and were also anointed with
Oil; tho ’ both these Points are called in Question by some
Writers , especially the former ; and that , as I suppose, chiefly upon
the Authority of the forementioned Medal of M . Aurelius, which,
however , is suspected by the Learned not to be genuine.
There are likewise many Doubts and Difficulties started by some,
with relation to the Conditions upon which the Victory was awarded
in the Pentathlon ; tho ’ it seems clear to me, that he who vanquissied
his Antagonists in every one of the Five Exercises, was alone entitled
to the Crown . That he who was vanquissied in any one of these Five
Contests thereby lost the Crown , is evident from the Story of Tifamenus, related by Paufanias, Lacon . c. 11. which is this : Tifamenus
the Elean , of the Family of Jamus, had been told by the Oracle,
that he ssiould gain Five very glorious ViBories, or more literally
perhaps , that he ssiould come off fuccessfull in Five very glorious
Conflicts . In consequence of which he engaged in the Pentathlon at
Olympia, but lost the Victory ; for tho' he got the better in Two of
the
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the Exercises, having vanquished Hieronymus of Andres, in Running
and Leaping, yet being vanquished in Wrestling by the same Hiero¬
nymus, he failed of obtaining the Crown ; and then came to under¬
stand, that the Victories promised him by the Oracle were military
Victories.
If all Hopes of gaining the Pentathletick Crown were lost to him,,
who was vanquished in any one Trial (which all the Candidates
except one must be even in the first) it may be demanded , why the.
Vanquished should contend any longer ? To this I answer, that the
Pent athletes were probably obliged by the Laws of the Olympick
Games to go through all the Five Exercises. For Paufanias repre¬
sents the Pentathlon as a very tedious and laborious Contest ; which
Representation of it is by no means just , upon the Supposition that
the Victory was decided by a single Trial . I could confirm what is
here said of the Pentathlon by other Authorities , but l am unwilling
to multiply Quotations ; and probably no one will think it worth his
while to dispute this Point.
But tho ’ all the Competitors except one must have despaired of
gaining the Crown , even from the very first Trial , yet might they
still be desirous of carrying on the Contest through the Four remain¬
ing Exercises (had they not been required to do it by the Olympick.
Laws ) either with a View of signalizing themselves in some of the
other Contests, or the Hopes of ravishing the Crown from him , by/
whose Victory they had been excluded from the Prospect of obtain - Revenge im
;
ing it. Which, if not ViElory, was yet Revenge though
neitherVictory
of
kind
a
deemed
be
well
their Circumstances might
immoral nor inglorious . In this Cast indeed it might sometimes
happen , that none of the Competitors would be entitled to the :
Crown j but even this may be considered as an Event , with which ,
the Majority of the Competitors , at least, if not of the Spectators, ,
who upon such Occasions are commonly divided into different Inter¬
ests and Factions , had as much Reason to be pleased, as with the
Glory;
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Glory accruing to a single Person, to the Dishonour of themselves
or their Friends.
Before I conclude this Section I must take notice, that Pindar ,
in his 13 th Olymp. Ode , congratulates Xenophon of Corinth upon his
having gained in one Day two Olympick Crowns • one in the Sta¬
dium, orsimple Foot- Race, the other in the Pentathlon j which, fays
he , never happened to any Man before. The Reason is, that the Regi¬
men of a Pent athlete, as both EpiSletus and his Disciple Arrian inform
us, was very different from that of an Athlete , who qualified himself
for a single Exercise alone, as Running , Wrefling, or any other.
Whence , as we are assured both by Plato and Longinus, it seldom
happened that a Pentathlete, tho ’ very eminent in his Profession,
was able to contend with an Athlete in that Exercise , as Running , for
Example , or Wrefling, to which alone he had applied himself al¬
together . The same Thing may be said of all the Athletes in gene¬
ral ; who differed from each other in their respective Regimens and
Diets , as much or more than in the several Exercises to which they
peculiarly applied themselves .

SECTION

f.

X.

Of the Cœflus.

T HE

23d

Combat of theCcestus, which was revived
Olympiad, was a very rough Exercise ; in which the Victory
was most commonly , if not always stained with Blood; For this
Reason it was held in little Estimation by most People . The Phy¬
sicians, who were accustomed upon many Occasions to prescribe the
Use of some or other of the Gymnastick Exercises , either make no
mention of this, or speak of it only to condemn it . Alexander , as
Plutarch ' tells us, treated it with no more Regard : for he never
in

•' In Alex.

the

t

*

admitted

t
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admitted either the Cœjlus or Pancratium among those Games , which
he after exhibited during his War in Asta. And
indeed , to fay no¬
thing of the Danger to which the Combatants in these two Exercises
were exposed ; and for which the Glory alone of the Victor , without
any other Advantage accruing either to himself or his Country , was
not a sufficient Recompence ; the Regimen observed by those who
qualified themselves for these Combats , was by no means proper for
a Soldier. What this was in general, may appear from the Account
given of it to Philopœmenwho
;
, being exceedingly desirous of be¬
coming a good Soldier, , had for that Reason, with great Diligence,
exercised himself even from his Infancy in the Management of his
Arms , in Horsemanship , and Wrestling 2; in the last of which
Exercises he had made a good Proficiency . But being advised by
some People to apply himself to those Exercises properly called Athhtickby( which , I think, must be understood the Cœjlus and the
Pancratium, in contra- distinction to the Pale or Wrejlling, as appears
from this Pasiage ) he demanded of them , whether the two Profes¬
sions of an Athlete and a Soldier were not inconsistent ? In answer
to this Question he was told, that both the Habit of Body and the
Way of Life of a Soldier and an Athlete differed in every Respect ;
and consequently they were to be treated differently, both with regard
to their Regimen and to their Exercises : That an Athlete was to en¬
deavour by much Sleep, perpetual Repletion , stated and regular
Repose and Exercise, to acquire and keep up a certain Corpulency ;
which , by the least Variation in his Diet or Manner of living, was
very subject to be lost : whereas a Soldier should accustom him¬
self to all Sorts of Inequalities , to a Life full of Discomposure and
Disorder ; and above all, to support with Ease the Want of Provi¬
sions and the Loss of Sleep. These Reasons determined Philopœmen
not only to reject these Exercises himself, but to discourage them in
others . I will not fay these were the Reasons that induced Lycurgus
to banish the Cœjlus and Pancratium from Sparta , because there is
1Plut. in Philopœm.
k
another
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another Reason assigned for his doing it, which I shall take Notice of
in another Piace ; but it is certain that the Diet and Regimen pre¬
scribed by him to his Spartans, resembled much more that of a Sol¬
dier than that of an Athlete. This
Corpulency, or Pclyfarcia fleshi¬
(
ness) as the Greeks called it, was sought after and cherished by the
Combatants in the Cœjlus, as a Sort of Covering and Defence for
their Bones and Muscles, against dry Blows and Buffets ; but was
at the fame Time very improper for a Soldier : for, as 3Epaminondas
observed to a sat Fellow , whom for his Bulk he turned out of the
Army , it would require three or four Shields to cover and defend a
Belly that hindered a Man from seeing his own Knee.
On the other hand , there are great Authorities to be produced in
favour of the Cœjlus. Hercules and Pollux, Demigods ; Amyous
King of the Bebrycians, and Erix his Grandson , were the first who
distinguished themselves in those Combats : upon his Superiority in
which Amyous+
so valued himself as to compel all Strangers who
touched upon his Coast, to take up th t Cœjlus, and make Trial of
his Strength and Skill in the Management of that rude Instrument
of Death ; for so it proved to many , who accepting the Challenge
perished in the Combat . But at length the Royal Athlete met with
his Match ; Pollux encountered , subdued , and slew him , according
to Apollonius Rhodius *, but that last Part of the Story is denied by
other Authors . All however agree, that Pollux handled him roughly
enough to make him sensible of the Folly which many Tyrants
have run into , some have suffered by, but which none have reflect¬
ed upon till they came to suffer 3 namely , the Folly of enacting an
unjust and cruel Law , which in its Consequences may , and often
does happen to recoil upon themselves.
This Amyous is said to have invented the Combat of the Cœjlus.
After him we find it in Homer 6practised by the Heroes of the
Iliad, and in Virgil 7 making
one among the Games exhibited by
3 Plut

. Apopth

and Theocr .
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in Honour of bis¥z \ho,rAnchifes; in which two Authors may¬
be seen a complete Description both of the Combat , and of the Cœstus with which the Hands and Arms of the Combatants were usual¬
ly bound . This consisted of many Dhongs of Leather , or raw Hides
of Bulls, wound about the Hand and Arm up to the Elbow ; and
seems to have been invented, as well for a Safeguard to those Parts
upon which the first Fury of the Battle generally fell, as for an offen¬
sive Weapon ; though , when it was lined with Plates of Lead or
Iron (which it sometimes was, according to Virgil) one would
think it intended chiefly for the latter : but I must take Notice , that
neither of the three Greek Poets who have given us a Description of
the Cœjlus, make any mention of Plates of Lead or Iron.
There may possibly have been another Intention in binding up the
Hands of the Combatants with L’hongs of Leather , and that is, to pre¬
vent their laying hold of each other ; from which , as from kicking
also, and tripping , they were restrained by the Laws of the Gees us.
Paufanias hath helped us to another Reason for the Custom of
binding up the Fingers of the Combatants , which took its Rife from
an Accident that happened in the Nemean Games.
Creugas and Damoxenus8, two Champions of equal Strength and
Skill, having drawn out their Combat to the Evening , without ci¬
ther 's having been able to subdue his Adversary, agreed at length
to permit each other to strike in his Turn where he should think
proper , without either of them endeavouring to ward off the Blows.
a Wound upon the Head. Da¬
Creugas began, and gave
moxenus being now to take his Turn, ordered his Antagonist to lift
up his Arm , and keep it still ; and at the fame Time struck him
under the Ribs with the Ends of his Fingers ; which , by reason of
the Strength and Sharpness of the Nails and the Violence of the
Blow , penetrated into his Belly ; and Damoxenus following his
Blow, widened the Wound , and through it drew out the Entrails of
Æneas

8 Paus. L. viii. c. 40.

k 2

his
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his Enemy , who died upon the Spot . The Death of Creugas gave
Damoxenus the Victory indeed, but not the Crown ; for the Judges
of the Games drove him with Infamy and Indignation out of the
one who had conquered by Treachery, and by repeat¬
;
Stadiumas
ing his Blows without allowing Creugas to have his Turn , had basely
violated the Conditions agreed upon between them in the hearing of
the whole Astern bly. Creugas was crowned ; and the Straps of the
Cœjlus, which hitherto, according to the ancient Custom, were tied
in the Palm or Hollow of the Hand , were from that Time brought
over the Fingers , and fastened upon the Wrist.
be¬
;
or soft perhaps
The ancient Cœjlus s was called
cause it was composed of raw Hides , or perhaps to distinguisli it
from the more modern Cœjlus. We .have already remarked one ma¬
terial Difference between them ; by which I think it appears , that
the former was more fitted to defend the Hand and Arm of the Com¬
batants (which , I suppose, was its original Purpose ) and the latter to
hurt and annoy the Enemy : and it is not unlikely , that as the
Grecians began to refine upon the Gymnajlick Exercises, and the
Science of an Athlete, from the Encouragement of the Publick,
grew by Degrees into a ProfeJJion: it is not unlikely , I fay, that the
Cœjlus should from Time to Time receive several Additions ; and
that at length it should be improved by the Romans, who delighted
in bloody Spectacles, into that terrible Weapon described by Virgil.
This Conjecture will at least account for the Difference observable
between that in Virgil , and those described by the Greek Poets.
I must also observe, that in Apollonius Rhodius, Amycus the Chal¬
lenger throws down two Pair of Cœjlufes, the Choice of which , out
of Bravery, he leaves to Pollux, without drawing Lots , and Pollux,
without examining , takes those that were next him . Did the Poet
borrow this Circumstance from any such Custom in the publick
Games ? Did the Combatants in the Olympick Stadium bring their
9 Vid , Paus , ibid.

own.
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own Censusesf Did they cast Lots for the Choice ? Or were they
furnished by the Presidents of the Games with Cœjtuses of a like
Form and Weight , as Entellus and Dares were by Æneas ? I am
inclined to think the latter was the Method , from a Custom observed
at Olympia, to furnish the Armed Racers and the Discoboli with
Shields and Difcks out of the publick Treasures.
or at most
The Combatants in this Exercise also fought naked
with no other Covering than a Scarf tied round their Middle . They
also wore a Cap or Head -piece, to defend their Ears and Temples
from Blows, which in those Places might have proved mortal , espe¬
cially when inflicted by a strong Hand , armed with so rude a
Weapon . These Head -pieces were of Brass, according to the Au¬
appears, however , from the
thor of the Etymologicum Magnum. It
following Epigram of Lucillius , that the Consequences of these
Battles were sometimes very terrible , though the Combatants escaped
with their Lives and Limbs.

Ona Conqueror in

the

Cæstus.

This Victor ”, glorious in his Olive Wreath,
Had once Eyes, Eye-brows, Nose, and Ears, and Teeth t
But turning Cœflus Champion, to his Cost,
These, and, still worse ! his Heritage he lost.
For by his Brother su ' d, difown ’d, at last
Confronted with his Picture he was cas.
**See Burette,

**Anthol. L. ii. c. i . Ep. i.
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Of the Pancratium.
“npHERE
are Wonderful Disputes , as I hear , (fays Callus
“
Rhodiginus ') among the Grammarians, concerning the Pan" cratium , who cannot agree what Sort of an Exercise it was ; nor
“ wherein the peculiar Excellence of a Pancratiajl consisted . But
“ notwithstanding , (continues he ) I think it very easy to decide that
“Question .” And indeed, from the two Passages which he there
quotes out of Aristotle and §>'uin&ilian, it seems pretty plain that the
Pancratium 2 was an Exercise that partook both of the Cœjlus and
the Pale by
;
which it is to be understood , that an Athlete must
borrow many Things from each of those Sciences to render himself
eminent in the Pancratium . He must learn to trip , and Jlrike , to
box, and grapple with his Antagonist ; to stand with Firmness, fall
with Advantage , and rife with Vigour and Celerity ; or maintain
the Combat upon the Ground : to attack and to defend , to annoy
and resist his Enemy in every Attitude ; and to employ in one or
other of those Purposes every Limb , and Nerve , and Sinew , all
the Faculties , and all the Strength of his whole Body : this is im¬
plied in the Word Pancratium 3; and is the best Account of an Ex¬
ercise, in which the Combatants were allowed (under certain Re¬
strictions, hereafter mentioned ) tomakewhat use they thought proper
-of all the Arms that Nature had given them , both offensive and de¬
fensive, and of only those : for neither ( as in the Cajlus) were their
- Ant. Lect. L. xiii. c. 30.
2 This is farther evident from the two
following Paflages; o-tUSiro I * wvypSi xdi

Nicephorus Gregoras. apud Svnes. m^i
ItvTrnw. See Fab. Ag. L . i, c. g. Plut.
in Sym. L. ii .
[In yur pipiKrai to

trxTii if r,< To Trccyxgc&TioV'

Tlayn^ctTiov“x n irvypi )', xa ) T. x A' rc cr.Jxx:.

16/Xovtib porn
'xxi ToJjf

if ro~f

ydg rS Ttciyx^anvopois

T?; sra'Aiif

3Pancratium is derived from n *>and

rH; vvypv ; %gw6eii rtMwi,
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Hands and Fingers bound up or armed , nor their Legs and Feet
prohibited from joining in the Battle, nor were they restrained from
were able notwithstanding , with no
striking , as in the Pale, They
other Arms than these, so to mangle and injure one another , that it
a Contest
;
was thought proper to restrain them in some Points 4 lest
by
set on Foot merely for Victory and Honour should be disgraced
encounter
Murder or Malice , and the Combatants be provoked to
one another in a Manner more becoming Beasts than Men . An
, to
Athlete therefore was forbidden to kill his Adversary designedly
him
dig or pluck out his Eyes, to tear him with his Teeth , or strike
under the Ribs with the Ends of his Fingers , as was done by Dawhich there was still Room
;
moxenus to Creugas notwithstanding
enough left for them to exercise their Skill and Strength , their Cou¬
rage and Resolution : I say Resolution , because it was a common
Practice for a Pancratiajl to choke the Strength and Skill of his An¬
tagonist by twisting and entangling himself about his Legs and
Arms ; and to endeavour by Fatigue , and Pain , and Suffocation, to
weary him into a Surrender of the Victory . All , or most of these
Circumstances are to be met with in the Story of Arrachion 5, which
happened in the fifty-fourth . Olympiad. Arrachion was an eminent
Pancratiajl, who in the former Olympiads had already gained two
Crowns, and was now to encounter with the last of his Antagonists
for the third : but He having , perhaps , observed by his former
Combats , in what the Superiority of Arrachion consisted, and thinking
it better to prevent him , rushed in, and twining his Feet about him,
seized him at the same Time by the Throat , which he griped ,with
both his Elands . Arrachion , having no other Means either of dis¬
engaging himself or annoying an Enemy , who .was thus got within
him and had almost strangled him to Death , broke one of his Toes;
through the extreme Pain of which the other was compelled to re¬
sign the Victory , at the very Instant that Arrachion gave up the
.
+See Burr. 2Mem. furies Athletrs

5Paus, L.viii. c. 40.
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Ghost . Arrachion , though dead, was proclaimed Conqueror , and
the Crown of Olive was accordingly set upon his Head.
In this short History we may observe the Love of Glory triumph¬
ing on the one hand over the Fear of Death , and yielding on the
other hand to Pain , which Milton somewhere styles perse ff Misery.
And , notwithstanding the boasted Apathy of the Stoicks, Philosophy
perhaps can find no Anodyne against the importunate and impatient
Power of Pain , of so much Force and Efficacy as the Love of Glory
and the Dread of Shame ; which for that Reason was always set in
Opposition to it by Lycurgus. But as the Sense of Pain was implant¬
ed in Mankind by Nature for very wife Purposes , he endeavoured
by the Force of Habit and Education to fuper-induce among his
Spartans a Kind of second Nature , if not wholly insensible of Pain,
yet not easily subdued by it . They were accordingly taught , even
from their Infancy , to set it at Defiance ; to enter the Lists, as it
were , and combat with it ; while at the fame Time their Friends,
their Relations , and their Parents , animated them to the Conflict,
and recompensed their Victory with Praise and publick Honours.
To this End many painful Disciplines were invented , and many Sorts
of Contests encouraged in Sparta , as rude and bloody as the Cœjius
or Pancratium , which nevertheless their wife Legislator absolutely
prohibited : for the Law of these two Exercises requiring that one
of the Combatants should yield , either in Words or by stretching
out his Hand or Finger , or by giving some other Testimony of his
so doing ; Lycurgus 6 forbade his Spartans to engage in either of
them , because (as he said himself ) he would not have them ac¬
custom themselves to yield the Victory not even in Sport . The Spar¬
tans, undoubtedly , from the hardy and Athletick Course of Life into
which he had put them , had a much fairer Prospect of conquering
in these Contests than any other People of Greece j but if they failed
of the Victory (which even in this Kind of Warfare depends often
6Plut . in Apopth.
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upon Chance and Accident, to say nothing of the insurmountable
Advantages which Nature bestows upon some Men in preference to
all other , and which no Force of Art or Education can pretend to equal)
they would then see themselves reduced to the fad Necessity, either
of publickly disavowing the haughty Maxim of Sparta, and breaking
her Laws , or of unprofitably losing a Life, which they might employ
to much better Purposes in the Service of their Country 7. The Laws
of Sparta commanded a Man to die or conquer ; and punished with
extreme Infamy those who saved themselves by Flight 8, which is
only another Form of renouncing the Victory : for they were not only
excluded from all Offices and Honours , but it was esteemed ignomi¬
nious to make any Alliances with them by Marriage : it was also al¬
lowable for any Body that met with them to kick and strike them j.
and the miserable Wretches wandered up and down , exposed to the
Scorn and Insults of their Countrymen ; and bearing about the Marks
of their Infamy , in the Coarseness and Colour of their Habits , and the
Dejection of their Countenances rendered still more contemptible by
being shaved only on one Side. Lycurgus, therefore , acted very con¬
sonantly with his own Laws , in forbidding his Spartans the Cœjlus
and Pancratium ; and very consistently with his Views of rendering
them a hardy and warlike People, in permitting and encouraging
among them the Use of all the other Gymnastick Exercises. For
these admitting a clear Decision of the Victory , without the hard Con¬
dition imposed on the Combatants in the Cajlus and Pancratium , of
acting in their own Condemnation , allowed the Vanquished the secret
Satisfaction of preserving his Mind and Spirit at least unconquered s.
7 Herod . L . vii.

8 Plut , in Agesilao.

lutiator ter abjeflus perdidit palmam, non

9This is verj’well explained by the fol¬ tradidit.. Cum inviCtos eJJe' Lacedœmonii
lowing Passage of Seneca de Benefic. L . v, cives suos magno œftimarent, al his certac. 3. Lacedœmonii vetant funs Pancratio minibus removerunt, in quibus viilorem faCæstu decernere, ubi inferiorem ojiendit cit nonjudex, non per fe ipfe exitus, fed voxvitii confejfto. Cursor metam prior contin- cedentis et tradere jubentis,
git y vekcitate album non animo antecejpty
eut
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I need not perhaps inform the Reader , that the Combatants in
the Cœjhis and Pancratium were naked , &c. and that the Restric¬
tions just now mentioned extended also to the former , as far as the
Nature of that Exercise would allow . As in these two Exercises it
was necessary to pair the Combatants , this we are to suppose was
done by Lot , in the fame Manner as the Wrestlers were matched in
the Pale, which has been described in a foregoing Section , and
therefore need not be repeated here : but I cannot forbear inserting a
remarkable Story of a Samian Athlete named Ægles, who having
been dumb from his Birth came to the Use of Speech, by an Effect
as sudden and surprizing as that related of the Son of Crœsus: take it
in the Words of Aulus Gellius, upon whose Credit I shall leave it.
Sed et quispiam Samius Athleta, nomen illisuit A‘lyMs, cum antea non.
' ob stmilem dicitur causam loqui cœpijfe. Nam quurn in
loquens fuist et,
sacro certamine sortitio inter ipsum et adversarios non bona fide fieret,
et fortem nominis falfam subjici animadvertijset; repente in eum, qui
Atque is
id faciebat , sese videre quid faceret , magnum inclamavit.
adhcese
neque
turbide
non
oris vinado solutus per omne inde vitce tempus
hcutus est. These Words import, that Ægles being a Candidate for
one of the Four sacred Crcnvns, and perceiving the Officer who was
appointed to match the Combatants , fraudulently endeavouring to
put a wrong Lot upon him , cried out to him with a loud Voice,
that he saw what he was doing : from which Time the Band of his
Tongue being loosed, he continued for the rest of his Life to speak
distinctly and without Hesitation.
If we compare the Words non loquens, in the former Part of this
Passage, with those non turbide neque adhcese, in the latter Part , we
may be induced to believe that Ægles, before this Accident , was not
absolutely dumb , but had only a great Impediment and Hesitation in
his Speech ; which will make the Story somewhat less wonderful:
but whether in either Cafe the Cure was possible or not , I shall leave
to the Naturalists to determine ; and observe, that the Fraud which
produced in Ægles such a violent Agitation , as at once broke all the
AImpedi-
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Impediments which tied up the Organs of his Speech, probably re¬
lated to the Lot of the Ephedrus, or Odd Man, reserved to engage
with one of the Conquerors : a Lotos the utmost Consequence , espe¬
which a Combatant , though
;
cially in the Cœstus and Pancratium in
victorious , might yet have been so roughly treated, or so much spent,
in his former Engagement , as to be little able to contest the Victory
with an Antagonist , who came fresh and unwounded to the Battle ..
Pausanias, indeed , speaks of a Pancratiast named Sojiratus, who had
an easy Method of obtaining the Victory : his Custom was, to seize
fast hold of his Adversary ’s Fingers , which he broke , and never
quitted his hold till they renounced the Contest . This Method
gained him twelve Isthmian and Nemean, two Pythian , and three
Olympick Crowns , together with a Statue at Olympia, and the Sur¬
name of Achro-chersttes

SECTION

XII:

Of the Horse - Races.

,are
which

I have

di¬

several Exercises which , as well
the
through
gone
now
;
stinguished by the Name of Gymnastickand
from their Seniority , as their Precedence in the Celebration of the
Olympick Games, have a Right in this Dissertation to take Place of
the Competitors in the latter were , gene¬
;
the Horse- Races though
rally speaking , Men of higher Rank 1and Consideration than the
the Spectacle was in itself, perhaps, more pompous
;
Athletes and
and magnificent.
There were properly but two -Kinds of Horse- Races at Olympia
namely , the Chariot- Race, introduced into those Games in the 25th.
Olympiad, and the Race of Riding - Horses, which was not admitted
*Ifocr. de Bigis.

1 Z. stiltz
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’till the 33d . All the rest, which I ssiall take Notice of in their
Order , were little else than Modifications of these two.
It appears from the Story of Oenomaus and Pelops, that the ChariotRace was known in Elis, even before the Institution of the Olympick
Games;which are said by some People to have been celebrated by
the latter S, upon the Occasion of his Victory over Oenomam. It
may seem therefore a little strange, that neither Iphitus, when he re¬
stored these Games, nor the Eleans, who after him had the Superintendency and Direction of them , should not, before the 25th Olym¬
piad, think of reviving an Exercise so famous in the traditional Hi¬
story of their own Country . For it was in the Chariot- Race that
Pelops3, the great Hero of the Eleans, vanquished Oenomaus, and
won Hippodamia, the fair Prize for which so many Princes before
him had hazarded and lost their Lives : though possibly that Lady,
like Ececheiria the Wife of Jphitus, may have only been an allegori¬
cal Personage, and no more be meant by that Story, than that Pelops
conquered Oenomaus by his superior Skill in Horsemanjhip4. But
whether this Conjecture be admitted , or whether Hippodamia be
taken for the real Daughter of Oenomaus, so named , perhaps , by her
Father , from a Science in which he took himself to excell, it tends
either Way to prove the great Antiquity and Estimation of the
Chariot- Race ; and brings us back to the Question, how it came to
pass that it was admitted no earlier into the Olympick Games. This,
in all likelihood , was owing principally to the great Scarcity of
Horses throughout all Greece, not only at the Time of the Revival of
those Games, but for many Olympiads after ; and in the next Place
to the great Expence that attended the breeding and managing of
Horses ; and lastly, perhaps , to the little Estimation in which the
Olympick Games were held at their Re-institution. The Olive Crown
had not as yet acquired that Lustre , which afterwards attracted the
* See Section the First.
3Pindar ’s Olymp . Ode r .
* The Word Hippodamia is compound-

ed of two Greek Words , and signifies the
Art of taming or managing Horses.
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Ambition even of Kings , and engaged the principal Men of Greece
•in a Competition for an Honour , that was esteemed equal to a Ro¬
man'triumph.
That the Greeks were at all Times but ill provided with Cavalry,
is manifest through the whole Course of their History . At the Siege
os troy, when they were able to bring into the Field an Army of
an hundred Thousand Men , they appear to have had so few Horses,
and to have known so little of the Usefulness of that noble Animal,
as to employ them in no other Service than in drawing their Chariots.
With these indeed they came thundering to the Battle, but with so
little Order , and in so small a Number , that in the Equipage of a
Chariot, it is visible, there was less Advantage and Convenience
than Pomp and Ostentation . Horses were the Possessions only of
the Rich and Great , who never failed, in the Enumeration of their
Wealth and Treasures , to reckon up their Horses and their Chariots.
This we learn not from Homer only and the Poets , who wrote of
those early Times , or lived near them . Isocrates speaks the same
Language , in an Oration 5made to be spoken in a Court of Justice ;
and to prove the Nobility and Wealth of the Family of Alcibiadesi
who by his Mother ’s Side was descended from Alcmœon, uses no
other Argument , than that Alcmceon was the first Athenian that won
a Prize in the Chariot- Race at the Olympick Games.
After the trojan War , and even after the Restitution of the Olym¬
pick Games, the same Scarcity of Horses is observable in Greece. For
neither did the Lacedæmonians, the most warlike People of Greece,
nor any of the Peloponnejians, as Paufanias 6 informs us, know much
of the Use of Horses, ’till after the two Mejsenian Wars : from
which Time the former , as they began to extend their Arms beyond
the Ijihrnus, grew sensible of their Want of Cavalry ; and accordingly
took Care to instruct their Youth in Horsemanssiip . Nor were the
Athenians, the richest and most powerfull People of Greece, better
§ De Bigis.
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furnislied with Cavalry than the hacedcemonians their Rivals . To
remedy this Evil , and encourage the Breed and Management of
Horses , Solon, indeed , instituted an Order of Citizens in his Com¬
monwealth , which consisted of such as were of Ability to furnish out
a Horse ; and to these he allotted the second Rank in the State. Yet
we find that at the Battle of Marathon 1, though they were to en¬
counter with an Enemy , whose chief Strength consisted in their Ca¬
valry , they were utterly destitute of Horse 8: and even after the
Persians were entirely driven out of Greece, which may be reckoned
the most glorious Period of that Commonwealth , their whole Num¬
ber of Horse , for some Time , amounted to no more than Three
hundred.
From this remarkable Scarcity of Horses among the Grecians may
be strewn, at the fame Time , the Reason of their being introduced
so late into the Olympick Games ; and the Wisdom of introducing
them . Greece was in want of Horses : it was therefore expedient
to do something to procure them : and no Method was like to be ib
effectual as the raising an Emulation among particular States and
People , by rewarding with publick Honours those who should excell
in the breeding and managing of Horses . With this View then,
in all likelihood , was the Olympick Olive proposed, as the only Prize,
perhaps , for which the several Nations of Greece would equally
contend : and the Olympick Hippodrome was opened as a Theatre,
where the several Competitors might exhibit their Pretensions ; and
prove their Merit in the Presence of all Greece. The Olympick
Games had now subsisted near an hundred Years from the Time of
this Re -institution by Iphitus, not to mention their more remote,
though fabulous Original ; and consequently began to be looked up¬
on with Veneration for their Antiquity , and frequented for the Sake
of the Spectacle : which , consisting of almost all the Gymnajlick Ex¬
ercises, drew to Olympia, not only a great Number of Candidates
7 Herod . L . vi.

? Potter ’s Antiq . VoL a.
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for the Olive Crown, but a Multitude ofSpectators also from all Parts
of Greece; who , beholding with Pleasure and Admiration , and re¬
warding with Applause the Ardor and Emulation of those who con¬
tended for the Prize, insensibly contributed to raise the Value of the
Olympick Chaplet; and kindled in each other a like Ambition to ob¬
tain it . Upon the Introduction , therefore , of the Chariot- Race, the
Rich and Noble , who are also fond of Glory , as appears from their
Ostentation and Love of Flattery , with Pride and Pleasure laid hold
of an Occasion, which presented them with the Means of obtaining
what they could not help admiring with the Vulgar , without engag¬
ing them at the fame Time in a Competition with them 9. Alexan¬
der the Great would have contended in the Foot- Race at Olympia,
could he have had Kings for his Antagonists . But, as I have ob¬
served, there was no room to object against the Meanness of the
the List of whose Conquerors
;
Competitors in the Horse-Races in
all those Nations of Greece
of
Kings
are accordingly to be found
that were governed by Kings , as also the Men of the greatest Eminency , both for Wealth and Power , in those Commonwealths,
whose Liberty and Independence rendered their chief Citizens equal,
if not superior to those Kings . Of this last Number was Alcibiades;who perceiving (as his Son informs us in an Oration made
the Olympick Games were held in great
")
for him by Ijocrates that
that the Glory acquired
;
Honour and Admiration by all Greece and
in those Assemblies, where every Grecian was accustomed to dis¬
play his Wealth , and Strength , and Knowledge , redounded not to
the Victor only but to his Country also, resolved to produce himself at
Olympia: but , considering at the same Time , that in the Gymnajlick
Exercises the Generality of the Combatants were meanly born, more
meanly educated , and Inhabitants , perhaps , of mean and inconsi¬
derable Cities, he refused upon that Account to engage in those
Combats ( in which , however , he was as well qualified to succeed as
,
9 Plut. in Apopth
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any one, both from Nature and Practice ) and entered himself a Can¬
didate for the Equestrian Crown : to which no Man of a low and
poor Condition could pretend . And upon this Occasion (fays Plu¬
tarch'1) he outshone not only all his Competitors, but all who either
before or since contended for that Crown, in the Number and Mag¬
nificence of his Chariots, and in the Victories obtained by them : for
he brought at once seven Chariots into the Course, and carried off at
the fame Time the first, second, and fourth Prize , according to
or third, according to Isocrates 13 and Euripides;the
Ehucydides 12;
last of whom composed an Ode upon the Conqueror , Part of which
Poet in this Ode compliments Alciis quoted by Plutarch. The
hiades upon his having gained at once three Prizes 5 a Thing , fays
he , which no Greek 14 had ever done before him . He takes Notice,
likewise , of another Circumstance attending these Victories, which
may seem, perhaps , to derogate from the Glory of the Conqueror,
namely , that these Victories cost Alcibiades neither Trouble nor
Danger.
■ And this leads me to consider another Point , from which it wili
more plainly appear that the Eleans, in introducing the Cbariot-Race
into the Olympick Games, had the Service of the Publick principally
in View ; for as they offered the Olympick Olive to the Wealthy , who
alone were able to support the great Expence that necessarily at¬
tends the breeding , keeping , and managing Horses , so did they
wisely make the Conditions of obtaining it as easy to them as pos¬
sible, by exempting them from the trouble and Danger of driv¬
ing their own Chariots, hinted at by Euripides in the Ode abovementioned.
13De Bigis.
’1L. vi .
*' In Alex .
m The Poet by this must mean , that
Æcibiadesvczs the only one , that ever gain¬
ed at the fame Time three Priz .es in one and
thefame Exercise, as the Chariot-Race, for

Example ; for there are many Instances
of People , who gained in the fame Olym¬
piad three Crowns in three different Exer¬
cises. See Pindar’s Olymp . Ode 5 . and the
former Section about the Foot -Race.
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No one, however , was prohibited from driving his own Chariot ;
which in all likelihood, at the first Revival of these Races, was more
practised, than the contrary Custom of leaving it to the Management
of others. The Office of a Charioteer was anciently far from being
dishonourable ; and the Skill of managing Horses, which were then
used only in Chariots, was reckoned among the Accomplishments of a
Hero : but when Chariots came to be laid aside in War , which
seems to have happened soon after the heroick Ages I5, the Usefulness,
and consequently the Reputation of that Art began to diminish by De¬
grees ; whence it soon came to be lodged in inferior Hands . And it
was by no means the Business of the E/eans to ennoble it once more,
by obliging the Masters of the Horses to contend in Person, and add
to the Trouble and Expence of breeding and maintaining them , the
subordinate and painful Office of managing and breaking them . This
would have been clogging the Conditions, and would have disgusted
some, and excluded others from being Candidates for a Crown, which
they might have been willing to deserve, but unable to obtain in Per¬
son. Such , at least, would have been the Situation of all the States,
and Cities, and Ladies, who contended by Proxy in the Olympick Hip¬
podrome, and received the Honours due to that Ambition which they
were intended to excite ; and which was as beneficial to the Publick
Lacedæmonian Lady of
•in the Women as in the Men . Cynisca a
a manly Spirit, was the first who gave this Example to her Sex ; en¬
ob¬
who
couraged to it by Agejilaus her Brother , King of Sparta ,*
serving some of his Countrymen overvaluing themselves upon the
Number of their Horses, and the Victories obtained by them at Olympia, prevailed with his Sister to shew them, by offering herself a Can¬
didate for the Equejirian Crown, that they were more indebted for
those Victories to their Money than their Merit . This Precedent was
afterwards followed by many Macedonian Ladies ; which ffiews, at
15
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the same Time , the Prevalency of the Fashion , the Extensiveness of
it ’s Influence, and the Policy of the Eleans, in forming so compre¬
hensive a Scheme, and opening, by that means, a Field for the Ambi¬
tion of the Women; who contributed equally with the Men to the
promoting their principal Design, in admitting Chariots into the
Olympick Games.
If , notwithstanding what has been just now said, to shew the Wis¬
dom and Policy of the Eleans, in exempting the Owners of the Horses
from contending in Person, and yet bestowing the Crown upon them,
any one should be still inclined to think , that the chief Honour of an
Equestrian Victory ought, in Justice, rather to be conferred on the
Charioteer who won it, than upon the Owner of the Chariot, I shall
desire him to take into Consideration the following piece of Hi¬
story, told by Plutarch in the Life of Alexander.
Philip King of Macedon l7, having made himself Master of Potidœa, received in the same Day three Messengers: The first of whom
brought him an Account of a great Victory, obtained by his General
second told him, that he was pro¬
:
Parmenio over the IllyriansThe
the
:
claimed Conqueror in the Race of Riding- Horstes at OlympiaAnd
third acquainted him with the Birth of Alexander. Plutarch tells us,
that Philip was mightily delighted with these three pieces of News,
without saying which of them gave him the greatest Pleasure. The first
Event , undoubtedly , and the third , tended more directly to the Fur¬
therance of his main Design ; which was no less than that of enslav¬
ing all Greece, and of employing afterwards her united Forces to con¬
second was
quer, for his Glory , the Empire of the Persians. The
Country.
his
to
also
pernicious
less
but
,
Views
those
to
less conducive
Let the Reader determine , upon which of the Three Philip had most
Reason to value himself : and whether any of them , according to the
strict Rule of Justice contended for by those who object to the Proceed*7

Flut. in Alex.
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ing of the Eleans, ought to have been placed to his Account ? For1
the first he was indebted to Parmenio and his Army ; for the second
his Wife is shrewdly suspected of
;
to his Rider and his Horse and
having helped him to the third.
What I have been saying concerning the Vision in the Chariot-Race,
will hold equally to those, who conquered in the Race of Riding
Horses, Mules, &c, in which latter, the Conditions of obtaining the
Crown of Victory were left as large as in the former, and are to be
justified upon the fame Principles.
But after all, it may seem impertinent to use many Arguments with
an English Reader, to convince him of the Wisdom and Justice of a
Proceeding which is every Day practised amongst us ; who have also
our Horse- Races and Prizes for the ViSlor, established originally with
the same View, as those of which I am now speaking, and under
some of the same Regulations : particularly with regard to the bestow¬
ing the Prize, which with us, as with the Grecians, is conferred
upon the Owner of the Horse that wins the Race , and not upon the
Rider. If this be an Injustice, the Jockeys at Newmarket have great
Reason to complain ; in whose Opinion, I dare say, a Piece of Plate
of a hundred Guineas is preferable to the Glory of a thousand Olympick Crowns. I will not say their Masters are in the fame Way of
Thinking , nor make any farther Comparison between the Customs
observed in the Horse- Races at Olympia and those in Fashion at New¬
market: I shall only take Notice , that no kind of Fraud or Violence
was allowed of in the former ; the Competitors in which contended
for Glory only : an Object seldom heartily pursued by those, who are
sordid enough either to use or connive at the Use of Fraud . To return
to the Chariot-Race.
But though the Master of the Horses, for the Reasons above-men¬
tioned, was proclaimed the Conqueror, yet had the Horses lS their Share
Pindar’s Olymp. Ode 13. Plut. Sym.
I-/, ii. Qi 4* Paus. L. vi.
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of Honour , and were crowned amid the Congratulations and Ap¬

plauses of the whole Assembly. They who are acquainted with Ho¬
mer and the Poets, will not be surprized at the Honours thus imparted
to these noble Animals, whose Nature was by them esteemed not
unworthy of a divine Original -, and whose Ardour and Emulation in

the Course seemed to express a Sense of Glory almost human , and
justify the Exhortations and Expostulations add rested to them in those
ancient Writings.
A Crown was also given to the Charioteer, to whose Skill and Cou¬
rage the Victory was always in great Measure owing . I say Skill
and Courage, because both the one and tire other were absolutely ne¬
cessary to finish happily a Course, which the many short ‘Turnings
round the Pillars , and the Number of Chariots which sometimes ran
together , rendered extremely difficult and dangerous.
To explain the Nature of these Difficulties and Dangers, as well
as some Particulars relating to the Horse- Races, I shall here insert a
Description of the Olympick Hippodrome, or Horse- Course, taken from
Pausanias, L . vi. which is as follows 's.
As you pass out of the Stadium , by the Seat of the Hellanodicks, in¬
to the Place appointed for the Horse-Races, you come to the Barrier ,
(’A<
psirtc) where the Horses and Chariots rendezvous before they enter
into the Course. This Barrier in its Figure resembles the Prow of a
Ship, with the Rostrum, or Beak, turned towards the Course. The
other End , which joins on to the Portico of Agaptus so( named from
him who built it, see the preceding Book, C, xv.) is very broad. At
the Extremity of the Rostrum, or Beak, over a Bar that runs across
'9 The French Translator of Pausanias
hath inserted a Draught of the Aphests, or
Barrier here described, designed by the
Chevalier Pollard, with which I would
willingly have obliged the Reader, had I
not , by comparing it with Pausanias, dis¬

covered so many Mistakes in it, that I
thought the following Description would
give him a clearer Idea of the Barrier and
Hippodrome of
Olympia, without
that
Draught , than with it.
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the Entrance, (hstj noovovcg) is placed a Figure of a Dolphin 10 in
Brass. On the two Sides of this Barrier, each of which is above four
hundred Feet in Length , are built Stands , or Lodges, as well for the

Riding- Horses as the Chariots, which are distributed by Lot among
the Competitors in those Races : and before all these Lodges is stretched
a Cable, from one End to the other, to serve the Purpose of a Barrier
(vWAtjyys?). About the Middle of the Prow is erected an Altar ,
built of unburnt Brick, which every Olympiad is plaistered over with
fresh Mortar ; and upon the Altar stands a Brazen Eagle, which
spreads out its Wings to a great Length . This Eagle, by Means of a
Machine , which is put in Motion by the President of the Horse-Racesy
is made to mount up at once into the Air to such a Height , as to be¬
come visible to all the Spectators : and at the same Time the Brazen
Dolphin before- mentioned sinks to the Ground. Upon that Signal the
Cables, -stretched before the Lodges on either Side of the Portico of
Agaptus, are first let loose, and the Horses there stationed move out
and advance ’till they come over-against the Lodges of those who drew
the second Lot , which are then likewise opened. The same Order is
observed by all the rest ; and in this Manner they proceed through the
Beaky or Rostrum; before which they are drawn up in one Line, or
Front , ready to begin the Race , and make Trial of the Skill of the
Charioteers and the Fleetnefs of the Horses.
On that Side of the Course, which is formed by aTerrace raised with.
Earth , and which is the longest of the two Sides, near to the Pasiage
that leads out of the Course across the Terrace , stands an Altar of a
round Figure , dedicated to Taraxippus , the Perror of the Horses, as
The other Side of the
Jpis Name imports j of whom more hereafter .
40 The Dolphin here is a Symbol of Nep¬
tune, surnamed Hippius or Equestrian,
for his having produced a Horse by striking
the Earth with his Trident , according to
the Fable : without recollecting this Cir¬

cumstance , the Reader might be surprized
to meet with the Figure of a Dolphin in a
Horfe-Course. The Eagle is a known
Symbol of Jupiter , to whom the Olympkk
Games were consecrated,
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is formed not by a Terrace of Earth, but a Hill of a mode¬
rate Height , at the End of which is erected a Temple , consecrated
to Ceres Chamyne, whose Priejiess has the Privilege of seeing the
Course

Games.
These are the most remarkable Particulars which Paufanias has
thought fit to give us, relating to the Olympick Hippodrome or HorseCourse: and though from these we may be able to form a general
Idea of its Figure , yet are there others no less necessary to be known,
for the clear understanding the Nature of the Races ; such as the
, the two Metas or Goals, round
Length and Breadth of the Course
which the Chariots and Horses made their several 'Turnings, with the
Distance between them ; all which we are left to make out by Con¬
jecture only.
The Hippodrome at Conjlantinople, of which there are yet some
Traces remaining , is said by Wheeler to have been about five hundred
andfifty ordinary Paces long, and about an hundred and twenty broad,
and to have been anciently adorned with several excellent Orna¬
ments , of which , fays he , only three Pillars remain for me to give
an Account of.
The first of these is a Pillar (or rather an Obelisk ) of Ægyptian
Granite , consisting of one Stone, about fifty Feet long , erected on a
Pedestal of eight or ten Feet above Ground .—-On the North Side of
the Pedestal is a Basso- relievo, expressing the Manner how this Pillar
was set up : and another below that representing the Hippodrome, as
it was before that Pillar was set up , with the Manner of their Horseappears (to make use of his own Words ) with four
Races. It "
“ principal Pillars , with a vacant Place in the Middle , (where this
" is now erected ) which made the Feet all equally distant from each
" other . The ordinary Stadiums of the Ancients had but three Pil—
" lars, being but an hundred and twenty - five Paces long , which is
“ a great deal shorter than this . From the first Pillar th tystarted
the Word API XT EYE , or Courage, writ¬
'
" their Horses,having
er ten on the Pillar given them . At the middle they were called upon
" to
Olympick
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to make haste, by the Word EITETAE, which was written
" also on the Pillar . At the last they were to return, riding about
“ the Pillar on the further End ; therefore it had the WordKAMTON
" engraven on it . By this Bajso-relievo is expressed the Running of
" the Horses , and the Emperor standing in the Middle crowning
" the Victor . But what that held up by four Pillars , and the other
" single round Pillar were for, we could not conjecture , unless only
" for Ornament .” Wheeler's Travels, L . ii. p . 183.
Whether the Olympick Hippodrome was so long and so wide as this
o$ Constantinople, I will not determine ; but that it was considerably
longer than an ordinary Stadium, is evident : for as it appears from
the Bajso- relievo above described by Wheeler, and indeed from Me¬
dals, and many other Remains of Antiquity , that there were two
Pillars placed towards the two Extremities of the Hippodrome, to
serve as Metas, or Goals, round which the Chariots and Horses made
several Turnings, a large Space of Ground must necessarily have been
lest beyond each of those Pillars , that the Horses , and especially the
Chariots , might have sufficient Room to make their Turnings, with- v
out running against the Pillars or falling foul on one another : and
this Space must have been large enough to admit of a great Number
of Chariots . It has already been said, that Alcibiades for his own
Share brought at one Time seven Chariots, and certainly he was not
without Competitors to dispute the Crown with him . Sophocles, in
a Description of a Chariot-Race, which I shall insert at the End of
this Section, speaks of Ten, and Pindar of no less than Forty Cha¬
If therefore in a
riots, contending at one and the same Time .
Space of one hundred and twenty -sive Paces, the Measure of an or¬
dinary Stadium, Room enough be left beyond the Two Pillars for a
large Number of Chariots to pass, the Length remaining for the
Race will be much too short . A proportionable Space must likewise
have been left between the Pillars, which divided the Course in the
Middle , and the two Sides of the Hippodrome.
The
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_ The Circus Maximus , ( as described by Dion . Hal .) in which the
"Romans exhibited their Chariot- Races, was an oval Building of three
Stadia, or eighteen hundred Feet in Length, and four Plethra, or fouV
hundred Feet in Breadth , with a Row of Pillars , Obelijks, & c.
running down the Middle ; the first and last of which Pillars were
the Met as, or Goals, round which the Chariots and Horses made
their Purnings but
;
the Romans never suffered more than four Cha¬
riots, which they called a Missus, to start at one Time ; and of these
Mijfus or Meiitus they had commonly twenty-foun, and sometimes
many more , in one Day . Now , if it be considered that in the Gre¬
cian Games a much greater Number of Chariots frequently ran toge¬
ther , we may reasonably suppose their Hippodromes were at least as
capacious as the Circus Maximus at Rome : the Dimensions of which,
however , were much inferior to those of the Hippodrome at Constanti¬
nople, which , according to Wheeler, was seven and twenty hundred
and fifty Feet long , and six hundred broad , taking a Pace to be
equal to five Feet.
The Length of the Course, by which I mean the Distance be<tween the two Metas, or Goals, is another Point that can be settled
only by Conjecture . Had Wheeler set down the Distances of those
Pillars , which he saw standing in the Hippodrome at Constantinople, it
would have helped us much in this Inquiry : but this I shall refer to
the ensuing Section, and content myself at present with observing,
that both the Chariots and Horses ran several Times up and down
the Course, and consequently made many Purnings round the Pillars
erected at the two Extremities . Paufanias informs us, that in the
Olympick Hippodrome, near that Pillar called Nyjfe, which I take
to be that erected at the lower End of the Course, stood a Brazen
Statue of Hippodomia, holding in her Hand a sacred Fillet , or Diademe, ( ramuv) prepared to bind the Head of Pelops for his Victory
over Oenomaus>
and
it is probable , that all the Space between the
Pillars was silled with Statues or Altars , as that in the Hippodrome of
Constantinople seems to have been. Here, at least, stood the Pripod,
i
or
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or Table , on which were placed the Olive Crowns and the Branches
of Palm destined for the Victors , as shall be ssiewn hereafter.
From this Account it may easily be conceived, that in a ChariotRace both the Chariot and the Driver were exposed to many Acci¬

as they were
dents, arising from the Nature of the Course. For
two and twenty in all) round
(
obliged to make several Purnings about
the two Pillars, so did every Charioteer endeavour to approach as
near as possible, in order to lessen the Compass he was obliged to take.
A Number of Chariots pushing all at once for this Advantage , which
often gave the Victory , must necessarily have been in Danger either
of running against the Pillar or falling foul upon one another , and
in the Tumult many must have been broken or over turned , and
their Drivers thrown out . This was the Fate of forty at one Time,
as may be seen in an Ode of Pindar 21, where the Poet fails not to
congratulate the Conqueror, upon his having singly escaped such a
Misfortune out of so great a Number of Competitors . It appears also
in the same Ode , that the ViSlor was not insensible of the Singula¬
rity of his good Fortune ; as an Acknowledgment for which he con¬
secrated his Chariot to Apollo, in whose Preasury at Parnassus it was
■lodged, uninjured and entire, fays the Poet , as when it came out of
the Workman ’s Hands.
And indeed , when we consider the Form of the Chariots, the At¬
titude of the Drivers, the Rapidity of the Motion , and the Acci¬
dent just now mentioned , arising from the Nature of the Course and
the Number of Chariots that frequently ran together , we shall won¬
der less at their being thrown out of their Chariots and put in Danger
of their Lives, than at their maintaining their Posts amid so many
Difficulties, and coming off with Safety and Success. These Cha^
riots, by some Figures of them upon ancient Medals , &c. seem to
have been very low, open behind , but closed up before and on the
Sides, with a Kind of Parapet, which was sometimes enriched with
11 Pindar ’s

Pyth . Ode 5. seethe Scholiast.
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various Sorts of Ornaments . There does not appear to have been
any Seat for the Driver , who is therefore always represented stand¬
had but two Wheels,
ings and leaning forward to the Horses, They
and consequently the fore Part of them must have been supported by
the Horses , which inevitably rendered their Motion very unequal,
and made it so difficult for the Charioteer to keep upon his Legs,
that nothing but a long Course of Practice could insure a Man from
falling in such a Situation . Which , therefore , is the most asto-7
niffiing , the Folly , or the Vanity of Nero t
This great Emperor " , great I mean in Power and Dominion,,
but with regard to all the Objects of his Ambition , very little and con¬
temptible , would needs ffiew his Skill in the Management of a
chose indeed the noblest Theatre , and offered him¬
Chariot, He
his Appearance
self a Candidate for the Olympick Crown. That
might be no less extraordinary than his Ambition , and in some Mea¬
sure proportionable to the Majesty of an Emperor of the World , he
entered the Hippodrome at Olympia 23 in a Chariot drawn by ten Horsest
which he undertook to drive himself, notwithstanding , says Sue¬
tonius, he had formerly , in a certain Poem of his, censured Mithridatcs for the same Thing . But the Event was by no means answer¬
able, either to the Flattery of his Courtiers or the Vanity of his own
Expectations . He was thrown out of his Chariot, to the great Ha¬
though he was put into it again, he found
zard of his Life 24;and
himself unable to finish the Race , and desisted. Notwithstanding
which he was proclaimed Conqueror, and honoured with the Olym¬
return the Compliment , at his Departure he pre¬
pick Crown, To
sented the Hellanodicks, or Judges of the Games, with the Sum of
8000 1. 23 and all Greece with her Liberty . A Present that would
have done him infinitely more Honour than an Olympick Viffory, or
indeed than any Victory , had it been frankly and generously beXiph . & Suet.
2-i Suet, ibid. ^

22

Nerone.
24 Xiph. Suet,

Dion.in Nerone. 250,000Drachmas,
8072 A 18 r. $d. See Arbutb. Tables.
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; and of a
stowed , and not paid down as the Price of Adulation
Grecians to have
Complaisance so mean and servile, as shews the
of it. For the
been as incapable of Liberty as they were unworthy
which the Eleans
Equestrian Crown was not the only Thing with
to his Orders , the
complimented Nero : they broke , in Obedience
off the Celebration
most sacred Laws 26 of their Institution , and put
his coming into
of the Olympick Games for a whole Year , to wait
to sacrifice
if their Business, fays Philostratus , had been
;
Greece as
followed after helps us admirably
to Nero instead of Jupiter. What
Tyrant bestows :
to discover the true Value of that Liberty which a
that are ex¬
and the Vanity and Insincerity of those Praises and Honours
Departure , pillaged
torted from Slaves and Flatterers . Nero, before his
Grant of Liberty;
and wasted Greece 27, notwithstanding her pretended
Estates of others :
put many People to Death , and confiscated the
in them lay the
and the Eleans on their part , to revoke as much as
their publick Regi¬
Honours they had conferred on Nero, left out of
demand¬
ster 28 that Olympiad, and that alone . Galba ** afterwards
, the eight thousand
ed of the Hellanodicks, as a Debt to the Crown
in adjudg¬
Pounds , with which Nero had rewarded their Partiality
ing to him the Equestrian Crown.
a certain Signal
Upon the Day of the Race 3°, the Chariots at
the Course
marched out of the Lodges above described , and entering
there drawn up
according to the Order before settled by Lot , were
, is a Question,
in a Line ; but whether a-breast, or one behind another
his Comment upon
it seems, among the Learned . Eujlathius in(
they did not stand
Homer ?') fays , the Ancients were of Opinion that
the first Lot had
in one Front ; because it is evident that he who had
Moderns , I be¬
a great Advantage over the other Charioteers. The
and can shew , that
lieve, are unanimously of the contrary Opinion ;
least against the
the Reason assigned by Eustathius makes not in the
17 Xiph . in Nero ,
Philostr. L . v.
Euseb. ad Num .
ad
18 See Scaliger

26

MMLXXIl .

3o Paus. L. vi.
Xiph . in Nero .
Iliad xxiii. ver.
,
Homer
s
Jl See Pope’

1?
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which Order the
;
Method os ranging the Chariots all a-breajl in
Charioteer, who stood first, had so clear an Advantage over his Com¬
petitors , as to make it necessary to dispose their Places by Lot. For
as they were to turn round a Piliar erected at the farther End of the
Course, he who had the firs Place on the Left Hand was nearer to
that Pillar, than those who were ranged on his Right Hand ; had a
less Circle to make upon the Lurn, and consequently was not obliged
to run so great a Compass of Ground . The Advantage , therefore , of
thefirs Place , and the Disadvantage of the las, which was always
increased in Proportion to the Number of Chariots that contended
together , appeared so considerable to the learned Montfaucon, that
he seems to think the Success of every Charioteer must have depend¬
ed entirely upon his Lot . . And indeed, had they been to turn but
once, or could it be supposed that they maintained throughout the
whole Race the same Order in which they were first arranged by
Lot , the Place could not have been indifferent with regard to the
as on the contrary they were obliged to make twelve
;
ViBory but
Lurnings round that Pillar , and ten round another erected at the hi¬
ther End of the Course, the Advantage of the one, and the Disad¬
vantage of the other , must have been liable to be lost and re¬
covered many Times in the Race , by the Skill of the Charioteers, the
Swiftness of the Horses , or some of those Accidents already mentioned. It should also be considered, that though the Charioteer, who
was placed first on the Left Hand, had some Advantage over the rest
by being nearer the Pillar, yet he must have oftentimes been strait¬
ened for Room upon the Lurn, especially if hard pressed by his
Competitors , and consequently have been driven so near the Pillar,
In avoiding
as to endanger the breaking or overturning his Chariot .
therefore this Danger , and in making these Lurnings in as little a
Compass as possible, consisted the chief Excellence of a Charioteer :
hia
as is evident from the large Instructions which old Nefior gives
J* Homer ’s II. xxiii.
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Son Antilochus upon that Head ; and from what Theocritus tells us
of the Education of Hercules 33, whose supposed Father Amphitryon
himself took the Pains to teach him the Management of the Chariots
though he left all his other Exercises to be taught him by other
Masters.
But fond Amphitryon, with a Father ’s Zeal,
Skilful himself to guide the rapid Wheel,
In his own Art instructs his God -like Heir,
And teaches how to rule the whirling Carr;
How at the Turn with nicest Heed to roll,
Nor break the grazing Axle on the Goal ..
It was however as much the Business of a Charioteer to approach
as near as possible to this Pillar , as it was to avoid running foul upon
it . To this Point therefore as to a Centre they all tended ; and let
any one imagine what a Noise, what a Bustle and Confusion, ten,
twenty , and sometimes forty Chariots 34 must have made bursting, at
the Sound of a Trumpet 33, all together from the Barrier! and pressing
all to the fame Point ! What Skill and Courage in the Charioteers!
What Obedience , what Strength and Swiftness in the Horses ! What
Ardour and Emulation in both must have been requisite to main¬
tain the Advantages , which their own Lots had given them , or to
surmount those of their Antagonists!
36Seest thou not how , when from the Goal they start,
The youthfull Charioteers with beating Heart
Rush to the Race , and panting scarcely bear
Th ’ Extremes of fev’rilh Hope and chilling Fear;
Stoop to the Reins, and lash with all their Force :
The flying. Chariot kindles in the Course.
t

u Idyll. xxiv. ver. 117.

14

Pindar.

35

Soph. Electra. i6 Virg. Georg. iii.
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And now a-low, and now aloft they fly,
As born thro ' Air , and seem to touch the Sky.
No Stop, no Stay ; but Clouds of Sand arise,
Spurn’d and cast backward on the Follower ’s Eyes:
The Hindmost blows the Foam upon the First :
Such is the Love of Praise, an honourable Thirst 1
Mr. Dry den.
But this was not all; they were to meet with more Difficulties,
and of another kind , in the middle of the Course, and contend with
the Terrors of a Deity, who sometimes snatched the Victory from
him , who seemed to have carried it away from his Competitors . The
Name of this Deity was Taraxippus , a Name given him from his
Office ; which was to scare and terrify the Horses, who accordingly
as they pasted by his Altar , which was of a round Form , and erected
at the farther End of the Courje, were wont to take Fright , fays
any apparent Cause: And so great was their Con¬
Pausanius without
sternation , that , regarding no longer the Rein , the Whip , or the Voice
of their Master, they frequently broke and overturned the Chariot,
Charioteers therefore failed not to
and wounded the Driver. The
offer Sacrifices to Taraxippus , in order to deprecate his Wrath , and
render him favourable to them.
I shall not trouble the Readers with the various Opinions relating
to this pretended Deity and his Terrors , which are to be met with
in Paujmias. I am apt to believe, with the French Translator of that
Author , that (if, as Paujmias insinuates , there was any thing extraor¬
dinary in this matter ) the Fright of the Horses was owing to some Ar¬
tifice of those, who presided at the Olympick Games, and who (as he
farther remarks) in order to make the Victory more glorious, were
willing to make the Way to it more hazardous and difficult.
57

Lib. vi. cap. 20.
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But though the old Saying, Fhe more Danger , the more Honour, may
seem to countenance this Remark of the French Abbe , ought we not
Views in every Part of this
(
rather to suppose that the Fie answhose
Institution seem to have been directed to some wise Purpose) intended
by these Terrors to exclude the Competition of all those, whose Horses
were not thoroughly broke, and taught not to be alarmed at any sud¬
den Noise or unusual Appearance ? A Quality in Horses at least as
valuable, both for Service and Pleasure, as Fleetness, or any Accom¬
plishment acquired in the Menage.
J cannot help observing by the way, that the Grecians must have
been credulous and superstitious even to Stupidity, and the Eleans
consummate Masters in all the juggling Tricks and Artifices of Impo¬
sture, for a Fraud of this Nature to have been carried on for so long
a Time , and in so publick a Place as the Hippodrome of Olympia, in
the Name of a Divinity ; and conducted with so much Secrecy and
Success as to bring Votaries to his Altar with Offerings and Suppli¬
cations : But Olympia was not the only Place in which this imaginary
Deity was adored ; there was likewise a Faraxippus in the IJlhmian
Hippodrome, as Paufanias informs us ; who adds, that in Nernea in¬
deed there was no Deity concerned in terrifying the Horses, but then
there was a Rock, standing near the Pillar round which they turned,
of the Colour of Fire, with the Brightness of which they were wont
to be as much terrified as with that of Fire itself : but he observes at
the same Time , that the Terror , which seized the Horses at the Sight
of this Rock , was much inferior to that excited by the Faraxippus of
Olympia. The fame Author , speaking afterwards (L . x.) of the Ter¬
rors with which the Horses were sometimes seized in the Pytbick
Hippodrome, ascribes them to Fortune, whom he styles the Dispenser
of Good and Evil in all human Affairs, and to whom he seems to
have Recourse merely because there was no Faraxippus at Delphi, nor
any terrifying Object, like the fiery Rock at Nernea, to help him to a
So!u-
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Solution in a Case, which nothing but Ignorance and Superstition could
consider as extraordinary.
Sophocles, s 8 in his Tragedy of Eleflra, hath given us a very noble
Description of a Chariot Race in all its Forms , a Translation of which
I sliall insert in this Place, as well for the Entertainment of the Rea¬
der, as for the fake of verifying what has been said above by so un¬
exceptionable an Authority.

f

A Description os a Chariot-Race .
When , on the second Day , in Order next
Came on the Contest of the rapid Carr,
As o’er the Phocian Plain the orient Sun
Shot his impurpled Beams, the Pythick Cours
Orestes enter ’d, circled with a Troop
Of Charioteers, his hold Antagonijls,
One from Achaia came , from Sparta one,
T wo from the :Libyan Shores, well practised each
To rule the whirling Carr ; with these, the fifth,
Orestes vaunting his Thejfalian Mares.
Ætolia sent a sixth, with youthfull Steeds
In native Gold array’d. The next in Rank
From fair Magnesa sprung ; of Thrace the eighth
His Snow -white Courses from Thesprotia drove :
From Heav ’n-built Athens the ninth Hero came,
A huge Bœotian the tenth Chariot fill’d.
These , when the Judges of the Games by Lot
Had fix’d their Order , and arranged the Carrs,
All , at the Trumpet's Signal , all at once
Burst from the Barrier , all together chear ’d
Their fiery Steeds, and slhook the floating Reins. '
3® Ver
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Soon with the Din of rattling Carrs was fill’d
The sounding Hippodrome, and Clouds of Dust
Ascending , tainted the fresh Breath of Morn.
Now mix ’d, and press’d together on they drove,
Nor spar’d the smarting Lash, impatient each
To clear his Chariot, and outstrip the Throng
Of clashing Axles, and short-blowing Steeds,
That panted on each other ’s Necks , and threw
On each contiguous Yoke the milky Foam.
But to the Pillar as he nearer drew,
Orejles, reining in the near- most Steed,
While in a larger Scope, with loosen'd Reins,
And lash’d up to their Speed, the others flew,
Turn ’d swift around the Go#/his grazing Wheel.
As yet erect upon their whirling Orbs
Roll ’d every Chariot , till the hard - mouth ’d Steeds,
drew the Lhracian Carr, unmaster’d broke
With Violence away, and turning short,
(When o’er the Hippodrome with winged Speed
They had completed now the Jev 'nth Career)
Dash’d their wild Foreheads ’gainst the Libyan Carr,
From this one luckless Chance a Train of Ills
Succeeding, rudely on each other fell
Horses and Charioteers
, and soon was fill’d
With Wrecks of shatter’d Carrs the Phocian Plain.
This seen, th ’ Athenian with consummate Art
His Course obliquely veer’d, and steering wide
With steddy Rein , the wild Commotion pass’d
Of tumbling Chariots, and tumultuous Steeds.
Next , and, tho ’ last, yet full of Confidence,
And Hopes of Victory , Orestes came.
But when he saw, of his Antagonists
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only now remaining, to his Mares
Anxious he rais’d his stimulating Voice.
And now with equal Fronts a- breast they drove,
Now with alternate momentary Pride
Beyond each other push’d their stretching Steeds.
Erect Orejies, and erect his Carr
Thro ’ all the number'd Courses now had stood;
But luckless in the last, as round the Goal
The wheeling Courser turn ’d, the hither Rein
Imprudent he relax’d, and on the Stone
The ssiatter’d Axle dashing , from the Wheels
Fell headlong , hamper ’d in the tangling Reins.
The frighted Mares flew divers o’er the Course.
The throng ’d Assembly, when they saw the Chief
Hurl ’d from his Chariot , with Compassion mov’d,
His Youth deplor’d, deplor’d him glorious late
For mighty Deeds, now doom ’d to mighty Woes,
Now dragg ’d along the Dust, his Feet in Air:
’Till hasting to his Aid, and scarce at length
The frantick Mares restraining , from the Reins
The Charioteers releas’d him , and convey ’d
With Wounds and Gore disfigur’d to his Friends.
“ The just Arnphiclyons on th ’Athenian Steeds
“ The Delphick Laurel solemnly conferr ’d.

Him
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